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Chapter 1
Introdu tion

In this

hapter we present the problem of robustness in

omputational geometry in

general and review work that has been done in this eld. We fo us on the subje t
of our resear h,

IR . We
2

1.1

Finite-Pre ision Approximation for arrangements of line segments

on lude this

in

hapter with an outline of the thesis.

Robustness in Computational Geometry Algorithms

There are two major obsta les in making the implementation of

omputational geom-

etry algorithms and data stru tures robust: the use of oating-point arithmeti
degenera ies (or near-degenera ies) in input data or that o
omputations. The two are
often

a

ur during intermediate

losely related sin e oating-point arithmeti problems are

aused by degenerate input data. When using oating-point arithmeti , a de-

generate
data.

and

ase is indu ed not only by degenerate data, but also by

Sin e oating-point arithmeti

ertain

genera y.

ase is degenerate or

is impre ise, we

lose-to-degenerate

annot tell for sure whether

lose to be one. Thus we use the term

potential de-

In what follows we sometimes drop the word potential before the word

degenera y.

We refer by

robustness

to the general goal of making geometri

algo-

rithms robust to the above obsta les, namely making the implementations reliable
and insensitive to them. For more details on robustness see, e.g., [23, 33, 35, 42℄.
Many algorithms in

omputational geometry are designed and proven in a

ompu-

tational model that assumes exa t arithmeti , while built-in number types are nite
and thus impre ise. While the use of nite-pre ision arithmeti
is not robust when dealing with degenerate

is often e ient, it

ases or near-degenerate ones. In su h

ases the primitives may lead to erroneous results. This problem is espe ially
ated for geometri

ompli-

algorithms be ause they operate on a mixture of numeri al and

ombinatorial data, whose

onsisten y might be lost when using limited pre ision

arithmeti .
4

1.1.

Robustness in Computational Geometry Algorithms

Exa t arithmeti

5

number types have been developed in re ent years to

ope with

robustness in omputational geometry [3, 29, 40℄. They provide exa t and more robust
implementations but suer from two major disadvantages. The rst one is that they
are more

ostly in time and spa e.

trigonometri

The se ond is that

ertain primitives (su h as

fun tions) are very hard to implement and are often not implemented

at all.
There are adaptive evaluation s hemes that try to speed up running time and
maintain exa tness at the same time.
applies exa t arithmeti

One form is the

oating-point lter

whi h

only when determining answers with oating-point is not

possible [10, 17, 28, 29, 37℄.
Degenera ies o
the

ur when the algorithm needs a spe ial treatment (for example

ollinearity of three points).

While most algorithms assume general position,

namely assume that degenera ies do not o

ur, the problem of dealing with degen-

era ies is left to the implementor who nds that this problem is very
and requires

ompli ated,

onsiderable resour es. An eort to deal with degenera ies dire tly for

ertain problems is sometimes a viable solution [4, 15℄.
Another kind of eort to deal with degenera ies is by
idea is to remove degenerate

ases by repla ing ea h

by a polynomial in a su ient small

" symboli

symboli perturbation.

The

oordinate of every input obje t

ally, while maintaining

onsisten y of

the input data [11, 12, 36, 41℄.

Heuristi Epsilon is another approa

h to

oping with robustness issues. The idea

is to treat the values whose dieren e is smaller than a small parameter

" as equal.

It is very simple to implement, but suers from the fa t that the relation of equality
is not transitive [22, 40℄.

Finite-Pre ision Approximation
Approximation is

a

The fo us of the thesis.

A

Finite-Pre ision

lass of prepro essing pro edures that perturb the input data to

make it more robust for the algorithm. The goal of most of them is to remove degenera ies whose identi ation is not denite. Thus the algorithms
general position. Often su h prepro essing pro edures are used to

an in fa t assume
onvert the input

data into a low-pre ision representation (su h as Snap Rounding  see Chapter 2).
A justi ation for this s heme is that most likely the input data are obtained by
measuring real world obje ts whi h might be impre ise. Thus, if the perturbation is
signi antly smaller than the possible measurement errors, it should not ee t the
orre tness of the algorithm. Unlike other te hniques to deal with robustness issues,
su h as arbitrary pre ision number types, nite-pre ision approximation algorithms
are designed only for

ertain types of obje ts. There are nite-pre ision approxima-

tion algorithms that may also

hange the type of the data.

For example in Snap

Rounding (see Chapter 2), a segment might be transformed into a polygonal
It requires that algorithms that follow

an

hain.

ope with the new type of obje ts. In the

sequel we survey related work done in spe i

areas of nite-pre ision approximation.

In Chapter 2 we des ribe work done on Snap Rounding and in Chapter 7 we refer

1.2. Software Libraries for Robust Geometri Computing
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to work on Controlled Perturbation. Additional te hniques that fall in this

ategory

appear, for example, in [31, 32, 39℄.

1.2

Software Libraries for Robust Geometri

Com-

puting
In order to support the robust use of geometri

algorithms, several

geometry groups have implemented robust geometri
whi h are

libraries.

omputational

We fo us on two

losely related to the work of this thesis.

Cgal is a

CGAL - the Computational Geometry Algorithm Library.

ol-

laborative eort of several a ademi

institutes in Europe and Israel to develop a C++

software library of robust geometri

data stru tures and algorithms [6, 14, 13℄. The

major goals of the library are robustness, generality, exibility, e ien y and ease-ofuse. The goals are a hieved by applying both obje t-oriented programming and the
generi

programing paradigm.

The algorithms we des ribe in this work have been

implemented with a substantial use of

Cgal

apabilities  see Chapter 5 for details.

Our Iterated Snap Rounding pa kage has been

ompletely 

the eort of supplying robust implementation of geometri
experimental resear h whi h extensively uses the

Cgalized as a part of

algorithms. For additional

Cgal library see [15, 23, 26, 33, 34℄.

LEDA - the Library of E ient Data Stru tures and Algorithms.
of e ient data stru tures and algorithms and a platform for
ometri

omputing on whi h appli ation programs

modules su h as graph algorithms, geometri
I/O whi h

over a

onsiderable part of

A library

ombinatorial and ge-

an be built [29, 30℄. It supplies

obje ts and algorithms or graphi al

ombinatorial and geometri

omputing. Our

implementations mainly use LEDA's arbitrary pre ision number types, graphi al window and graphi al output to a posts ript le. These
by other

1.3

Cgal implementations too.

apabilities are used extensively

Thesis Outline

In this thesis we present two algorithms to perturb arrangements of line segments in

IR
IR

2
2

in order to make them more robust for further manipulation. Line segments in
are the basis of a huge number of algorithms in

as other elds that deal with geometri
aided geometri

data su h as

omputational geometry as well
omputer graphi s,

design, and more. Our perturbation algorithms are

omputer-

ategorized as

nite-pre ision approximation algorithms. Both of them serve as a prepro essing step
for geometri

algorithms. We implemented both algorithms and present experimental

results obtained with the implementation. The rst one,

Iterated Snap Rounding,

is

1.3. Thesis Outline
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Snap Rounding algorithm and the se ond one, Controlled
Perturbation of Line Segments, is an instan e of the Controlled Perturbation s heme,
a variant of the well known

whi h follows other instan es that deal with dierent kinds of geometri

obje ts.

Below we outline both new algorithms.

Iterated Snap Rounding.

We point out that in a snap-rounded arrangement (see

Chapter 2) the distan e between a vertex and a non-in ident edge
small

an be extremely

ompared with the width of a pixel in the grid used for rounding. We propose

and analyze an augmented pro edure, Iterated Snap Rounding, whi h rounds the arrangement su h that ea h vertex is at least half-the-width-of-a-pixel away from any
non-in ident edge. Iterated snap rounding preserves the topology of the original arrangement in the same sense that the original s heme does. However, the guaranteed
quality of the approximation degrades. Thus ea h s heme may be suitable in dierent
situations. We des ribe an implementation of both s hemes. In our implementation
we substitute an intri ate data stru ture for segment/pixel interse tion that is used
to obtain good worst- ase resour e bounds for Iterated Snap Rounding by a simple
and ee tive data stru ture whi h is a
Snap Rounding was a

luster of kd-trees. A paper des ribing Iterated

epted for publi ation [24℄.

Controlled Perturbation of Line Segments.

We present a perturbation s heme

to over ome degenera ies and pre ision problems in
line segments in
segments (

IR .
2

omputing an arrangement of

The idea behind this s heme is that the output set of line

set, for brevity) is built in

rementally by inserting the segments to the set,

ea h one in its turn, after possibly perturbing them in order to remove degenera ies
that they indu e. Thus the arrangement of the set that we build is degenera y-free.
The algorithm follows a s heme named Controlled Perturbation  see Chapter 7 for
details.
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. We divide it into two main parts:
Iterated Snap Rounding and Controlled Perturbation of Line Segments. In the next
hapter we des ribe the Snap Rounding s heme and the work that has been done in
this area.

In Chapter 3 we present our novel s heme whi h we

Rounding. In Chapter 4 we present

-Oriented kd-Trees whi h

all Iterated Snap

onstitute an e ient

sear h stru ture we use in the implementation of Iterated Snap Rounding, and des ribe other implementation details in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6 we experimentally
ompare Snap Rounding and Iterated Snap Rounding. In Chapter 7 we des ribe the
Controlled Perturbation s heme and the work that has been done in this area.
Chapter 8 we present Controlled Perturbation of line segments in

IR

2

In

and des ribe

implementation details in Chapter 9. In Chapter 10 we present experimental results
for Controlled Perturbation of line segments.

Con luding remarks and possible di-

re tions for future work are given in Chapter 12. In Apendix A we supply further
te hni al details

on erning the analysis of the Controlled Perturbation algorithm.

Part I
Iterated Snap Rounding
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Chapter 2
Snap Rounding

Snap Rounding is a method that belongs to the family of nite-pre ision approximation of geometri

stru tures. It

onverts an

arrangement

of line segments into a

low-pre ision representation.
Given a nite
noted

S.

A

olle tion

S

of segments in the plane, the arrangement of

S , de-

A(S ), is the subdivision of the plane into verti es, edges, and fa es indu ed by

vertex

of the arrangement is either a segment endpoint or the interse tion of

two or more segments. Given an arrangement of segments whose verti es are represented with arbitrary-pre ision

oordinates, Snap Rounding (SR, for short) pro eeds

as follows [19, 27℄. We tile the plane with a grid of unit squares,
at a point with integer

oordinates. A pixel is

hot

if it

of the hot pixels met by

e is repla

h

entered

ontains a vertex of the ar-

rangement. Ea h vertex of the arrangement is repla ed by the
ontaining it and ea h edge

pixels, ea

ed by the polygonal

enter of the hot pixel

hain through the

e, in the same order as they are met by e.

enters

See Figure 2 for

an illustration.
In the pro ess, verti es and edges of the original arrangement may have
However, the rounded arrangement preserves
inal arrangement: The rounding
urves (the original segments into
rosses through a

an be viewed as a

ontinuous pro ess of deforming

hains) su h that no vertex of the arrangement ever

urve [21℄ (see Figure 2.2 for an illustration). The rounded version

s0 of an original segment s approximates s su
of s and a pixel entered at the origin.
Related Work.

ollapsed.

ertain topologi al properties of the orig-

h that

s0 lies within the Minkowski sum

Greene and Yao [20℄ were the rst to propose a rounding s heme for

polygonal subdivisions. They show that a simple rounding to the

losest grid points

violates topologi al properties and therefore a more sophisti ated approa h should be
taken. They developed a method for perturbing lines slightly at grid points. They do
that by introdu ing the notion of

hooks.

A hook is a ve tor from a point to its nearest

grid point. The idea behind their method is that interse tions between segments, as
well as interse tions between segments and hooks, are rounded. This rounding s heme
10

11

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.1: An arrangement of segments before (a) and after (b) snap rounding (hot
pixels are shaded)

Figure 2.2: Two examples of topology violation that are ruled out in SR

12

is a

omplished without violating many of the topologi al properties. This method

provides a link between the
aspe t is that the number of
polyline is

ontinuous and the dis rete domain.

links of a polyline (namely the

The problemati

number of segments the

omposed of ), whi h is the output for a segment,

an be large. It

an be

mu h greater than the same number for SR sin e the idea of SR to break segments
where they interse t hot pixels eliminates the extraneous interse tions.
omplexity of the method is
segments,

k

O((n + k) log n + hi )

where

n

The time

is the number of input

is the number of interse tions among the input segments and

hi

is the

number of indu ed hooks.
Hobby [27℄ and Greene [19℄ proposed the SR paradigm. Hobby's algorithm [27℄ for
SR is based on the Bentley-Ottmann sweep line algorithm for nding interse tions of
line segments (although other algorithms

an be applied as well). During the sweep

they round the arrangement by utilizing many properties of the hot pixels. The time
omplexity of the algorithm is
input segments,

O((n + k) log n +

P

2

h H

jhj) where n is the number of

k is the number of interse tions among the input segments, H
jhj is the number of segments interse ting a hot pixel h.

is the

set of hot pixels and

Guibas and Marimont [21℄ give a dynami
ment of segments in the sense that segments
from the SR representation.
in remental

algorithm for snap rounding an arrangean be inserted or removed dynami ally

They do it by using ideas from Mulmuley's dynami

onstru tion algorithm of a point lo ation stru ture based on trapezoidal

de omposition of the arrangement, while maintaining (and produ ing) only the SR
representation of the arrangement of the

urrent segments. They also give elementary

proofs of the topologi al properties maintained by SR.
Goodri h et al.

[18℄ present an output sensitive algorithm for SR without rst

determining all the interse tion pairs of segments in the input.

The main idea is

to improve the running time of the algorithm when many segments interse t in a
hot pixel. Let

b

be the number of segments interse ting inside a pixel. The former

(b ) while here the overhead time is O(b log b). Thus
the time omplexity depends on the number of segments and the omplexity inside
P
hot pixels and it is O (n log n +
2 jhj log n) where the parameters are dened as
2

methods had a overhead time of

h H

above.

They present two algorithms: the rst one is deterministi

with the above

time

omplexity and the se ond one is randomized with the same expe ted running

time.

The rst one is based on a plane sweep strategy with spe ial treatment to

hot pixels in order to nd all the segments that interse t it.

The se ond one is

based on dynami ally maintaining a trapezoidal de omposition of both segments and
boundaries of hot pixels. They also extend SR to a set of line segments in
give an output-sensitive algorithm to

and

IR , segments that almost
2

interse t might indu e a hot voxel and thus are rounded to its
dening a

3

ompute rounded arrangements. The idea is to

round segments to voxels grid. Unlike snap rounding in
onne tor to be the smallest segment

voxels are dened as the ones that

IR

enter. It is done by

onne ting two given segments. Hot

ontain segments' endpoints or

onne tors whi h

are smaller than one unit. Then all segments are rounded to hot voxels.
Fortune [16℄ extends SR to three dimensions.

The input to his algorithm is a

13

polyhedral subdivision

P

in

IR

3

embedding of the verti es, edges, and fa
vertex
or

Q is an integral multiple of 2 dlog2 n+2e . The embedding preserves
4
al order on fa es of P . The subdivision Q has O (n ) verti es in the

oordinate of

ollapses verti

worst

n fa ets. He shows that there is an
ets of P into a subdivision Q, where every

with a total of

ase, and

an be

omputed in the same time.

Chapter 3
Iterated Snap Rounding

3.1

The Distan e Between a Vertex and a Non-In ident
Edge

We rst

laim that degenera ies may be indu ed in the output of SR. The main moti-

vation of the ISR algorithm that we present next, is to eliminate those degenera ies.
Consider the two segments

s; t

displayed in Figure 3.1 before and after SR. We

0
0
by sr . (Re all that u is the rounded version of u.)
0
0
After rounding, t penetrates the hot pixel ontaining s , but it does not pass through
denote the right endpoint of

s0

r

its

enter.
We

an modify the input segment

the left endpoint of

t arbitrarily

t so that t0

lose to the top right

it. We verti ally translate the right endpoint of
pixel) the farther down we translate it, the

s

be omes very

We

annot make

t0 arbitrarily

orner of the pixel

t0

(b)

lose to a non-in ident edge after (b) snap rounding
lose to

s0r .

If they are not in ident then there is

a lower bound on the distan e between them. This distan e, however,
small. Let

an be rather

b denote the number of bits in the representation of the vertex

of the output

we move
ontaining

t far downwards (outside its original
t0 will be to s0r .

(a)

Figure 3.1: A vertex be omes very

s0r :

loser

s0

t

lose to

oordinates

hains of SR. We tile a bounding square of the arrangement with

unit pixels. In this setting the distan e between
14

t0

and

s0r

2 2
b

b

an be made as small as

3.2.

Algorithm
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s

s01

s31;1

s21;1

1
1

s31;2

s

2;2
1

(b)

(a)

s31;3
(d)

( )

Figure 3.2: Iterated snap rounding for the input (a) results in (d)

p

1= (2 1) + 1  2
b

2

One

b

.

ould argue that although SR produ es near-degenerate output, it is still pos-

sible, during the rounding pro ess, to determine the
arrangement in the hot pixel

ontaining

s0r .

orre t topology of the rounded

However, this requires that the output

of SR should in lude additional information beyond the simple listing of polygonal
hains spe ied by their rounded verti es, making it more

umbersome to use and

further manipulate.

3.2

Algorithm

We augment SR to eliminate the near-degenera ies mentioned above. Our pro edure,
whi h we

all

iterated snap rounding (ISR, for short), produ

where an original segment is substituted by a polygonal

es a rounded arrangement

hain ea h vertex of whi h is

1=2 a unit distant from any non-in ident edge.
Let S = fs ; s ; : : : ; s g be the olle tion of input segments whose arrangement
we wish to round. Re all that a pixel is hot if and only if it ontains a vertex of the
input arrangement. Let H denote the set of hot pixels indu ed by A(S ).
at least

1

Our goal is to

2

n

reate hains out of the input segments su h that a hain that passes

through a hot pixel is re-routed to pass through the pixel's
that on e we reroute a

enter. The di ulty is

hain it may have entered other hot pixels and we need to

further reroute it, and so on.
Our rounding algorithm

onsists of two stages. In a prepro essing stage we

om-

pute the hot pixels (by nding all the verti es of the arrangement) and prepare a
segment interse tion sear h stru ture
following type: Given a segment

s,

D

on the hot pixels to answer queries of the

report the hot pixels that

se ond stage we operate a re ursive pro edure,
We postpone the algorithmi
and

s

interse ts.

In the

Reroute, on ea h input segment.

details of the prepro essing stage to the next se tions

on entrate here on the rerouting stage.

Reroute is a depth-rst pro

edure. As we show below, the rerouting that we

3.2.

Algorithm
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propose does not add more hot pixels, so whenever we refer to the set of hot pixels
we mean
hain

s

H.

The input to

Reroute is a segment s 2 S .

whi h approximates

through its

s.

Whenever

s

The output is a polygonal

passes through a hot pixel, it passes

enter. See Figure 3.2 for an illustration.
The routine Reroute will produ e an
output_ hain as an ordered list of links.

We next des ribe the ISR algorithm.
output

hain

si

If a segment is

in the global parameter

ontained inside a single pixel, the

hain degenerates to a single point.

ISR

S of n segments

Output: a set S of n polygonal
Input: a set

hains; initially

S = ;

/* stage 1: prepro essing */

H

1.

ompute the set

of hot pixels

2.

onstru t a segment interse tion sear h stru ture

/* stage 2: rerouting */
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

for ea

h input segment

D on H

s2S

initialize output_ hain to be empty
Reroute(s)

add output_ hain to S

end for

Reroute(s)

s is the input segment with endpoints p and q */
1. query D to nd Hs , the set of hot pixels interse ted by s
2. if Hs ontains a single hot pixel /* s is entirely inside a pixel */
3.
then add the enter of the hot pixel ontaining s to output_ hain
4.
else
5.
let m1 ; m2 ; : : : ; mr be the enters of the r hot pixels in Hs in the order
of the interse tion along s
6.
if (r = 2 and p; q are enters of pixels)
7.
then add the link m1 m2 to output_ hain
8.
else
9.
for i = 1 to r 1
10.
Reroute(mimi+1 )

/*

We next dis uss the properties of the pro edure.
We x an orientation for ea h input segment and its indu ed

hains: it is oriented

in lexi ographi ally in reasing order of its verti es. Thus, a non-verti al segment for
example is oriented from its left endpoint to its right endpoint. (The orientation of
a

hain is well dened sin e, as is easily veried, a

hain is (weakly)

x-monotone

y -monotone.) We represent the operation of Reroute on a segment
si as a tree Ti . The root ontains si . The leaves of the tree ontain the output

polygonal hain si , one link in ea h node, ordered from left to right where the rst
and (weakly)

3.2.
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s01
s11
s21;2

s21;1
s31;2

s31;1
Figure 3.3: The tree

T1

denoted by full-line

ir les

The dashed-line

s31;3

Reroute(s ) for s

orresponding to

1

of Figure 3.2. Nodes

1

ontain segments with whi h we query the stru ture

ir le denotes a node

ontaining an exa t

D.

opy of the segment of its

parent.

link is in the leftmost leaf. Ea h internal node
one appli ation of

through the hot pixels with

mq mq+1 ; q



together with its

Reroute (without re urren e):
enters

the segment

m1 ; m2 ; : : : ; mr ,

= 1; : : : ; r 1 whi h are pla ed in the

hildren represent

s of  , whi

h passes

is transformed into the links

hildren of



ordered from left to

right to preserve the orientation of the hain. We denote all the segments in the nodes
at the

i;j
j th level from left to right by sj;i 1; sj;i 2; : : : ; sj;l
, where li;j
i

denotes the number

j ordered
from left to right by s
si = si . We denote by ki the depth of the tree for si ,
n
and let k := maxi=1 ki . For notational onvenien e, if a leaf  is at level k < k then
we add a linear path of ki
k arti ial nodes des ending from  and all ontaining
the same link that  ontains (we denote it dierently at any level a ording to the
level). See Figure 3.3 for an illustration of the tree T1 orresponding to segment s1 of
Figure 3.2. We denote by s( ) the segment (or link) that is ontained in the node  .
of nodes at this level. We denote the
j
i . Thus

hain

onsisting of all the links at level

0

The next lemma gives an alternative view of ISR.

Lemma 3.1 Given a set of segments S , the output of ISR is equivalent to the nal

output of a nite series of appli ations of SR starting with S , where the output of one
SR is the input to the next SR.

Proof:

On e we determine the hot pixels

by the standard SR)

H , snap rounding an input segment s (i.e.,

an be done independently of the other segments. That is, the

information ne essary for rounding is in

H.

Noti e that the

are the result of applying SR to the original input segments
The

ru ial observation is that SR does not

a segment into two segments that meet at the
annot

S.

hains

s1i ; i

reate new hot pixels. It

= 1; : : : ; n
an break

enter of an existing hot pixel, but it

reate a new endpoint nor a new interse tion point (with another segment)
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whi h are not at the

enter of an existing hot pixelthis would violate the topology

preservation properties of SR [21℄.
It follows that with the same set

H

sji +1; i = 1; : : : ; n are
j
hains si ; i = 1; : : : ; n, and so on.

of hot pixels, the

the result of applying SR to the links in the

hains

The pro ess terminates when the link in ea h leaf of the tree has its endpoints
in the

enter of hot pixels and it does not

pixels that

ontain its endpoints.

The tree
in level

j

ross any other hot pixel besides the hot

ontinues to grow beyond level

when we query with

passes. We

s( ) we dis

j


h s( )

only as long as for at least one node

over a new hot pixel through whi

laim that a hot pixel is not dis overed more than on e per tree. This is

so sin e, as already mentioned, ea h

y -monotone.

Sin e there are at most

sji

is (weakly) x-monotone and (weakly)
O(n2 ) hot pixels, the pro ess will stop after a
hain



nite number of steps.

The lemma's algorithmi

interpretation is ine ient, but it is useful for proving

some of the following properties.

Corollary 3.2 ISR preserves the topology of the arrangement of the input segments
in the same sense that SR does.

Proof:

The topologi al properties that are preserved by SR

viewing SR as a

ontinuous pro ess of deforming

urves (the original segments into

hains) su h that no vertex of the arrangement ever
Sin e SR does not

an be summarized by

rosses through a

urve [21℄.

reate new verti es, the assertion follows from Lemma 3.1.



Lemma 3.3 (i) If an output hain of ISR passes through a hot pixel then it passes
through its enter.
(ii) In the output hains ea h vertex is at least 1/2 a unit away from any non-in ident
segment.
Proof:

Claim (i) follows from the denition of the pro edure

the verti es of the rounded arrangement are
immediate

onsequen e of (i).

A drawba k of ISR is that an output

Reroute.

enters of hot pixels,

hain

si

Sin e all

laim (ii) is an



an be farther away from the

si ompared with the hain produ ed for the same input segment by
all that ki denotes the depth of the re ursion of Reroute(si ).

original segment
SR. Re

Lemma 3.4 A nal hain si lies in the Minkowski sum of si and a square of side
size ki entered at the origin.

3.3.
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Proof:
segment

In SR, a rounded segment

s

and a unit square

appli ations of SR, the

3.3

I

Let

ment

lies inside the Minkowski sum of the input

entered at the origin.

Sin e ISR is equivalent to

laim follows.

This deviation may be a
small or when

s0
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eptable in situations where the pixel size is su iently

k := maxni=1 ki is small.

Algorithmi

Details and Complexity Analysis

denote the number of interse tion points of segments in the original arrange-

A(S ). We rst

ompute the set

for segment interse tion. This

H

of hot pixels. For that we use an algorithm

ould be done with a plane sweep algorithm, or more

O(I + n log n) time by more involved algorithms [2, 7℄. To ompute the
hot pixels, the algorithm should also be given a pixel's width w and a point p that
will be assigned the oordinate (0; 0). The plane will be tiled with pixels that we
e iently in

will

onsider to be of unit width, and their

denote the number of hot pixels by

Remark.

One

N.

enters will have integer

Noti e that

N

is at most

oordinates. We

O (n + I ).

ould alternatively dete t the hot pixels by the SR algorithm of

Goodri h et al. [18℄ and thus get rid of the dependen e of the running time of the
algorithm on the number of interse tions

I.

(namely for dete ting the hot pixels) and for

Noti e however that for this step alone
ertain inputs (e.g., the input depi ted

in Figure 3.4 and des ribed below) this alternative is
Next we prepare the data stru ture
se tion queries. We

ostly.

D on the hot pixels H to answer segment inter-

onstru t a multi-level partition tree [1℄ on the verti al boundary

segments of the hot pixels, and an analogous tree for the horizontal boundary segments.

The partition trees report the segments interse ted by a query segment

from whi h we dedu e the hot pixels interse ted by

s.

Ea h tree requires

O (M

s

1+"

)

M units of storage for N  M  N . A query takes
p
O(N 1+" = M + g ) time, where g is the number of hot pixels found [1℄.
How many times do we query the stru ture D for segment interse tion?
2

prepro essing time when allowed

Lemma 3.5 If an output hain si onsists of li links then during Reroute(si) the
stru ture D is queried at most 2li times.
Proof:

During

Reroute(si) when we query with a link (line 1 of Reroute) either

we do not nd new hot pixels (new for the rounded version of
harge the query to the link whi h is then a link of the nal
the

rst new hot pixel (re

h

ase we

harge it to

all that we assigned an orientation to ea h segment and to

ea h link). Ea h nal link is
is

si ) in whi

hain, or we

harged exa tly on e and ea h vertex of the nal

harged at most on e, besides the last vertex whi h is never

hain

harged. The bound

3.3.
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follows.

Let

L

denote the overall number of links in all the

hains output by ISR. We

summarize the performan e bounds of ISR in the following theorem.

Theorem 3.6 Given an arrangement of n segments with I interse tion points, the
iterated snap rounding algorithm requires O(n log n + I + L2=3 N 2=3+" + L) time for
any " > 0 and O(n + N + L2=3 N 2=3+" ) working storage , where N is the number of
hot pixels (whi h is at most 2n + I ) and L is the overall number of links in the hains
produ ed by the algorithm.
Proof:

To nd the interse tions of the input segments we use Balaban's algorithm

whi h requires

O(n log n + I ) time and O(n) working storage.

is found we simply keep its

orresponding hot pixel. For

When an interse tion

onstru ting and querying

the multi-level partition trees (by Lemma 3.5 we perform at most

2L queries overall)

we use a standard tri k that balan es between the prepro essing time and the overall
query time, and does not require that we know the number of queries in advan e.



See, e.g., [8℄.

Next we dis uss

ombinatorial bounds on the maximum omplexity of the rounded

arrangements. Interestingly, as shown next, there is no dieren e between the maximum asymptoti

omplexity of the rounded arrangements between SR and ISR.

Theorem 3.7 1 Given an arrangement of n segments in the plane, in its rounded

version: (i) the maximum number of hot pixels through whi h a single output hain
passes is (n2 ), and (ii) the maximum overall number of in iden es between output
hains and hot pixels is (n3 ). (iii) The maximum number of segments in the rounded
arrangement (namely without ounting multipli ities) is (n2 ), and if the input segments indu e N hot pixels then this number is (N ). All these bounds apply both to
SR and to ISR.

Proof:

The upper bounds in

bounds are tight

laims (i) and (ii) are obvious.

onsider the following

long horizontal segments spanning a row of
slightly slanted segments, ea h spanning

To see that these

onstru tion (see Figure 3.4). We take

n =4
2

pixels.

n=2 pixels su

Next we take

n=2

n=2

short,

h that overall ea h pixel in the

row is interse ted by exa tly one short segment. The short segments are slanted su h
that in ea h pixel that they

ross they interse t exa tly one of the long segments.

Ea h pixel in the row is now a hot pixel, and ea h of the long segments

rosses all

the hot pixels. The rounding obtained with both SR and ISR is the same.
1 The

slanted version of our horizontal onstru tion was suggested to us by Olivier Devillers.
Claim (iii) is due to Mark de Berg.
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hains in the rounded arrangement are ea h in ident to

(n ) hot
2

pixels

Figure 3.5: The slanted version yields

The

(n) rounded segments with (n ) links ea h
2

onstru tion yields a degenerate rounded arrangement. Ea h of the output

hains is in fa t a horizontal line segment. This
ea h rounded version of a long segment is a
slanted version we use

n =2
2

onstru tion

an be slanted so that

hain with true

pixels arranged in

n =4 rows.
2

(n ) links.
2

In the

In ea h row at least one

pixel is hot. See Figure 3.5 for an illustration.
Finally, we ignore the

hains, and we ask how

omplex

ment be, that is, we ignore multipli ities (overlap) of

an the rounded arrange-

hains. Obviously, the rounded

(n ) omplexity. But this is also an upper bound sin e the
(rounded) arrangement has N verti es and it is a planar graph. Therefore the number
of edges an be at most O (N ). N an be at most O (n ). Again, our arguments do
not depend on how the rounding was done (by SR or ISR).

arrangement

an have

2

2

We

on lude this se tion with a worst- ase tight bound on the distan e between

an original segment and its output

hain produ ed by ISR.

Theorem 3.8 The maximum distan e between an input segment and its output hain
(n2).

is

Proof:

Re all that

between a

n is the number of segments in the input.

To see that this bound is tight,
ranged verti ally similar to the

Let

d be the distan e
O (n 2 )

hain. Sin e there are at most

2=2 units to d, the upper bound follows.
2
n 1 segments aronstru tion in Figure 3.4, indu ing (n ) hot pixels.

hot pixels and ea h one may add at most

2A

p

ertain input segment and its output

onsider Figure 3.6(a) . There are

similar idea that is improved by this example was suggested by Shai Hirsh.

2
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W . The segments of W together with the segment we
ompose the input. The enter of the lowest hot pixel in W is at (0; 0) while

We refer to this
add below
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onstru tion as

(0; a) where a = (n ) and even. We add a segment with integer
oordinates s = ((0; a); (b; 0)) (meaning that the endpoints of s are (0; a) and (b; 0))
where b = . There are no other segments in the input besides the ones involved in W
and s. Thus there are no hot pixels lying to the right of W beside the one entered at
(b; 0). Let s be the output hain for s. Noti e that for ea h , b   a, the segment
((0; ); (b; 0)) interse ts the hot pixel whose enter is at (0; 1). Therefore during

the pro ess of ISR, s will slide down W , ea h time penetrating more hot pixels from

below. The work on s stops when rea hing the hot pixel whose enter is at (0; b
1).

Thus s will be omposed of the hain (0; a); (0; a
1) : : : (0; b); (0; b 1); (b; 0) (see
Figure 3.6 for an illustration). It is easy to verify that the distan e from (0; b
1)

(whi h is a vertex of s ) to s is
(n ). The laim follows.

2

the highest one is at
a
2

2

s
s0
(a)

(b)

Figure 3.6: An input example for whi h the maximum distan e between the input
(a) and the output

hain of ISR (b) is

(n )
2

Chapter 4
-Oriented Kd-Trees

In our implementation we use a plane sweep algorithm to nd the interse tions between segments in

S

and thus we identify the hot pixels.

implement is the sear h stru ture

D

The non-trivial part to

with whi h we answer segment/pixel interse -

tion queries. In the theoreti al analysis we use partition trees for
asymptoti ally good worst- ase

D, as these lead to

omplexity. In pra ti e, (multi-level) partition trees

are di ult to implement. Instead, we implemented a data stru ture

onsisting of

several kd-trees. Next we explain the details.

Observation 4.1 A segment s interse ts a pixel p of width w, if and only if the
Minkowski sum of s with a pixel of width w entered at the origin ontains the enter
of p.
We

ould use Observation 4.1 in order to answer segment interse tion queries in

the following way: build a range sear h stru ture on the

enters of the hot pixels.

s be the query segment and M (s) be its Minkowski sum with a pixel entered at
the origin. Then query the stru ture with the range M (s). Unfortunately, the known

Let

data stru tures for this type of queries are similar to the multi-level data stru tures
that we have used in Chapter 3.
Instead we use kd-trees as an approximation of this s heme. A kd-tree answers
range queries for axis-parallel re tangles [9℄. Its guaranteed worst- ase query time is
far from optimal but it is pra ti ally e ient. A trivial solution would be to query
with the axis-parallel bounding box of

M (s), whi

h we denote by

This may not be su iently satisfa tory sin e the area of

jB (s)j, may be mu h larger than the area of M (s).

B (s); see Figure 4.1.

B (s), whi

h we denote by

M (s) the (area of the) axis-parallel bounding
M (s) remains xed. The dieren e between the bounding boxes

If we rotate the plane together with
box

hanges whereas

for two dierent rotations
opies of the set of

an be huge. Our goal is to produ e a number of rotated

enters of hot pixels so that for ea h query segment

s there will be

one rotation for whi h the area of the bounding box is not too mu h dierent from
23
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Figure 4.1:

The bounding box of the Minkowski sum of a segment with a pixel

entered at the origin. The shaded area is the redundant range.

the area of

M (s).

Noti e that if a segment

s is rotated by =2 radians, the size of the

relevant bounding box remains the same. Sin e the determination of whi h rotation
to

hoose is dependent only on the size of the respe tive bounding box, the range of

rotations should be the half-open interval
We
rotated

onstru t a

[0 : =2).

olle tion of kd-trees ea h serving as a range sear h stru ture for a

opy of the

enters of hot pixels. We

be a positive integer and let

i

:= (i 1)

2

all this
for

luster

1i

-oriented kd-trees.

. The stru ture

Let

onsists

kdi , has the input points rotated
by i . Let Ri (s) be the segment s rotated by i . For ea h query with segment s we
do the following: for ea h kdi ; 1  i  , we ompute jB (Ri (s))j. Let 1  h 
be
the serial number of the kd-tree for whi h jB (Rh (s))j = mini=1 jB (Ri (s))j. Then we
use the h-th kd-tree to answer the query with the segment s rotated by h . Finally,
of

i



kd-trees su h that the -th kd-tree, denoted by

we dis ard all the points for whi h the segment does not interse t the respe tive hot
pixels.
We next dis uss a few important issues regarding the implementation and usage
of this stru ture.

Exa t rotations.

We used exa t arithmeti

available exa t arithmeti

osines

number types do not support the

whi h are ne essary for

for whi h the sines and

to implement ISR. Unfortunately, the

osines

al ulating rotations.

degree

angles between

we have the exa t

sine

values of the trigonometri

and

sines and

Instead we use only angles

an be expressed as rational numbers with small

enumerator and denominator [5℄. We keep an array
of integer

al ulations of

0 89.

osine

of

Z of approximations to the sines

We emphasize that on e we x an angle
. What we

annot do is obtain the exa t

fun tions of a pres ribed arbitrary angle. Sin e our

of rotation angles is heuristi

hoi e

to begin with, the pre ise angle is immaterial, and the

angle we use is never more than one degree o the pres ribed angle. Moreover, there
are te hniques to a hieve better approximations [5℄, but we prefer not to use them
be ause of performan e reasons.
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How big should be?
say even one kd-tree

There are advantages and drawba ks in using few kd-tress,

ompared to using many. When using one kd-tree, we are prone

to get many false points in the range queries, resulting in more time to lter out the
results. When using many kd-trees, we need to invest time in their

onstru tion and

a little more time per query to nd the best rotation. Our experiments show that in
many

ases a small number of trees su es. Consider for example the numeri al table

dierent number of kd-trees in Figure 6.1. (The rounding example in this gure as
well as the other examples are explained in detail in Chapter 6; here we only refer to
the number of kd-trees used in their
kd-trees were used and the last
stage took

omputation.) The rst

olumn shows how many

olumn shows how mu h time the overall rerouting

ompared with the time when using only one kd-tree (the full legend is

given in Table 10.1). The best performan e is obtained when we use
time savings in this

ase is

17% over using a single kd-tree.

7 kd-trees. The

The analogous table in

the next example (Figure 6.2) shows that in that example there is no benet in using
more than one kd-tree.

1

In the next paragraph we present a heuristi

of the number of kd-trees. However, we leave the

improvement

omputation of the best number of

kd-trees together with the best rotation angles of ea h one for further resear h.

Skipping kd 's.
i

Sin e

should be small, we expe t most of the links of a

ertain

input segment to have the same rotation as the input segment, sin e they should all
have nearby slopes. Let
If

Ji

Ji

be the number of input segments that are rotated by

is very small, it is not ee tive to

a lower limit
a fun tion of

,

and

reate the respe tive kd-tree.

kdi

only if

Ji

 .

Obviously

Thus we x



should be

, and be su iently small to ensure that at least one kd-tree will be

onstru ted. We

hose to use

always greater than
are always

onstru t a kd-tree

i.

n

2



=

n

2

. In the examples of Figures 6.1 and 6.2

. In other examples, su h as geographi

data, not all

onstru tedin Figure 6.3, when the algorithm is given

to skip some of the

kdi 's.

> 7 it

Ji

is

trees
hooses

In this example, using more than one kd-tree is wasteful

sin e the map is relatively sparse, most of the segments are relatively small

ompared

to the whole map and the bounding box of their Minkowski sum with a unit pixel
does not interse t many hot pixels

1 The

enters.

running time indi ated in the tables is in se onds while using arbitrary pre ision rational
arithmeti . The pixel size in the rst example is 1 and in the se ond example is 15.

Chapter 5
Implementation Details

We implemented ISR in C++, using many

lass

denes a C++
instan es of the

apabilities of

lass.

The implementation is generi

The pa kage
reating

in the sense that ea h

is templated with a number type of whi h the data are
software

Cgal [6℄.

to work on [38℄. The programmer uses our pa kage by

hooses whi h number type to apply with the

lass

omposed. The user of our

template

me hanism of the

C++ language.
The main input of the pa kage is a set of line segments while the output is a set
of polygonal
The user

hains.
an

hoose the output format. It

output or a graphi
graphi

window in whi h both the input and the output are drawn (the

window is the

Ex ept for

an be either a text le des ribing the

Cgal

Leda window [29℄).

apabilities that we expli itly mention, we applied other

elements su h as geometri

Cgal

predi ates, points, segment, ve tor and interse tion oper-

ations.
The pa kage supports both ISR and SR. It is up to the user to de ide whi h
one to apply.

The way to

onvert the ISR algorithm to SR is simply to

onstrain

the re ursion depth of the Reroute routine to one (see Chapter 3), meaning that
the output polygonal

hains are determined immediately by the hot pixels that the

original segments interse t.
ISR and SR are

onveniently implemented with an exa t number type, otherwise

the topology of the input line segments may be violated. We implemented ISR with
the Leda rational number type [29℄. It is possible that under

ertain assumptions, SR

and ISR may be implemented with nite-pre ision arithmeti .
Re all that we use the
As a rst step for

-oriented kd-trees as our sear h stru ture (see Chapter 4).

reating the

-oriented kd-trees, we have to nd the hot pixels.

This is done by applying a plane sweep algorithm [6℄.
sweep pa kage of
kd-trees.

Cgal.

Re all that the

For that we use the plane

-oriented kd-trees are

We use the kd-tree pa kage of

omposed of several

Cgal to implement that.
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The user

an
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hoose the number of trees to use.
The ISR pa kage has be ome a part of

Cgal.

Chapter 6
Rounding Examples: SR vs. ISR

To give the avor of how the output of ISR diers from that of SR we present the
rounding results for three input examples; see Figures 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3.

For ea h

example we display the input, the SR result and the ISR result. Then we zoom in
on a spe i

area of interest in these three drawingsan area where the rounding

s hemes dier noti eably. A square near a drawing represents the a tual pixel size
used for rounding. Then we provide two tables of statisti s. The rst one refers to
the best number of kd-trees as related to the dis ussion in the previous se tion. The
se ond table summarizes the dieren es in the rounding for dierent pixel sizes. The
abbreviations we use in these two tables are explained in Table 6.1. The
a

hain from its indu ing segment

from

6.1

s.

s is the maximal distan

deviation

e of a point on the

of

hain

Congestion Data

The data

ontains

200 segments with 18; 674 interse tions; see Figure 6.1. (For

larity,

the pi tures in Figure 6.1 depi t a similar example with only 100 segments.)

The

bottom left part of the arrangement is zoomed in.
Both rounding s hemes will

ollapse thin triangles that have two

orners

lose

by. However, not allowing proximity between verti es and non-in ident edges, ISR
ollapses `skinny' fa es of the arrangement that SR does not (see the bottom of the
zoomed-in area), for example triangles that have one

orner

lose to the middle of

the opposite edge.
For pixel size 1, SR and ISR are very dierent and the number of verti es that
are less than half a unit away from a non-in ident edge in the SR output is in the
hundreds.

The average deviation in ISR in this example is never more than 2.5

times that of the

orresponding SR output. For pixel size greater than 1 the average

deviation of a hain in ISR is almost the same as in SR. However, for pixel size smaller
than 1, the average deviation is larger in the ISR output than in the SR output.
28
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Triangulation Data
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Abbreviation Explanation
inkd
input number of kd-trees
nkd
a tual number of kd-trees reated
nfhp
overall number of false hot pixels in all the queries
tt
total time relative to using one tree
md
maximum deviation over all hains
ad
average deviation
mnv
maximum number of verti es in an output hain
anv
average number of verti es in an output hain
mdvs
minimum distan e between a vertex and a nonin ident edge
n vs
number of pairs of a vertex and a non-in ident edge
that are less than half the width of a pixel apart
ps
pixel size
nhp
number of hot pixels
Table 6.1:

In terms of

ombinatorial

ber of verti es per

Abbreviations

omplexity the results are similar and the average num-

hain is roughly the same in both outputs. This is a phenomenon

we have observed in all our experiments.

6.2

Triangulation Data

Figure 6.2 shows a set of input points ( ourtesy of Ja k Snoeyink) and a triangulation
of this set. The triangulation

onsists of

906 segments. The zoomed in pi tures show

a part of the triangulation for whi h there is

onsiderable dieren e between SR and

ISR.
Again ISR

ollapses thin polygons that SR does not

Figure 6.2 shows that in this

ollapse. The se ond table in

ase the average deviation of a

hain in both s hemes

does not dier by mu h. The maximum deviation in ISR is always less than twi e
the pixel width. Here also the average number of links per

hain is almost the same

for the output of SR and ISR.

6.3

Geographi

Data

We ran both s hemes on several geographi

maps of

ountries and

ities whi h are less

luttered than the examples above. The experiments for this type of data typi ally
show little dieren e between the SR and ISR results. Figure 6.3 depi ts the result
for a map of the USA. The data

ontains 486 segments interse ting only at endpoints.

The se ond table in Figure 6.3 shows the dieren e of using SR and ISR. In most

6.3.

Geographi Data

of the tests, there are o

30

asional

ases in whi h the distan e between a vertex and a

non-in ident segment is shorter than half the size of a pixel. Thus there are dieren es
between the SR and the ISR output. These dieren es are however minor. In the
ISR output the maximum deviation is no more than twi e that of the SR output.
The average deviation in both the SR and ISR output is similar.

6.3.

Geographi Data
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Input

SR output

Input zoom in

ISR output

SR output zoom in

inkd
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

nkd
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

nfhp
613477
513551
474997
478749
479507
463025
456882
456269
455334
456196

ISR output zoom in

tt
100% = 213.2 s
87.2%
83.6%
84%
84.3%
83.4%
83%
84%
84.8%
86.3%

Dierent number of kd-trees

ps
0.125
0.25
0.5
1
2
3
4
5
10

nhp
8488
8261
7711
6003
2538
1143
673
439
120

md
1.01
1.5
1.68
1.58
1.51
2.12
2.82
3.53
7.07

ad
0.19
0.41
0.67
0.99
1.41
1.84
2.7
3.32
6.6

mnv
120
124
135
154
101
67
51
41
21

isr
anv
90.96
94.15
97.9
101.85
72.9
49.1
37.56
30.31
15.58

ISR and SR

mdvs
0.08
0.15
0.28
0.55
1.26
2.12
2.82
3.53
7.07

n vs
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

md
0.09
0.17
0.35
0.71
1.41
2.12
2.82
3.53
7.07

ad
0.09
0.17
0.35
0.71
1.41
1.84
2.7
3.32
6.6

omparison (n = 200)

Figure 6.1: Congestion data

mnv
106
112
126
153
101
67
51
41
21

sr

anv
87.95
89.16
91.66
95.99
72.87
49.09
37.56
30.3
15.58

mdvs
0.04
0.06
0.08
0.07
0.88
1.34
2.82
2.23
7.07

n vs
17
58
135
328
3
1
0
1
0

6.3.
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Input triangulation

Input zoom in

SR output

SR output zoom in

inkd
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

nkd
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

nfhp
4872
4789
4852
4597
4487
4349
4349
4399
4419
4358

ISR output

ISR output zoom in

tt
100% = 15.4 s
103.2%
102.6%
101.9%
102.6%
103.2%
102.6%
102.6%
103.2%
102.6%

Dierent number of kd-trees

ps
2
5
10
15
20

nhp
306
300
249
195
162

md
2.231
9.804
17.194
22.088
32.207

ad
0.825
2.691
5.18
6.985
7.614

mnv
6
7
9
10
9

isr

anv
2.219
2.625
2.761
2.75
2.621

mdvs
1.223
3.14
5.368
9.486
11.767

ISR and SR

n vs
0
0
0
0
0

md
1.341
3.494
7.028
10.559
13.914

omparison

Figure 6.2: Triangulation data

ad
0.812
2.442
4.847
6.512
7.19

sr
mnv
6
6
7
10
8

anv
2.198
2.48
2.637
2.622
2.532

mdvs
0.318
0.741
1.414
2.631
4.85

n vs
9
50
45
67
45

6.3.
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Input

SR output

Input zoom in

SR output zoom in

inkd
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

nkd
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
6
8
8

nfhp
293
306
302
284
293
275
260
269
272
253

ISR output

ISR output zoom in

tt
100% = 9.11 s
102%
103.1%
103.8%
105%
106%
106.8%
106.1%
107.9%
107.9%

Dierent number of kd-trees

ps
0.125
0.25
0.5
1
2
3
4
5
10

nhp
486
485
480
475
432
379
338
299
177

md
0.097
0.353
0.392
1.414
2.236
3.807
3.333
4.735
10.606

ad
0.088
0.177
0.353
0.715
1.063
1.353
1.764
2.124
3.732

isr
mnv anv
4
2.098
5
2.113
4
2.104
5
2.137
5
2.137
5
2.037
6
1.991
5
1.897
5
1.615

mdvs
0.111
0.196
0.377
0.569
1.264
2.121
2.828
3.535
7.071

ISR and SR

n vs
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

md
0.088
0.176
0.353
0.707
1.414
2.121
2.828
3.535
7.071

omparison

Figure 6.3: Geographi

data

ad
0.088
0.176
0.353
0.707
1.043
1.336
1.758
2.110
3.696

mnv
4
5
4
5
5
5
5
4
5

sr

anv
2.096
2.107
2.100
2.115
2.102
2.020
1.983
1.884
1.602

mdvs
0.045
0.039
0.039
0.196
0.392
1.341
1.264
1.581
7.071

n vs
1
2
2
3
9
2
2
3
0

6.3.
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Part II
Controlled Perturbation of Line
Segments
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Chapter 7
Controlled Perturbation

Controlled Perturbation is another kind of nite-pre ision approximation te hnique.
More pre isely, it is a framework whose details need to be worked out for dierent
kinds of obje ts.

The name of this s heme is

ontrolled in two aspe ts.

Controlled

Perturbation sin e it is

First, by determining the size of the perturbation, we

ontrol the running time of the perturbation s heme and set a tradeo between the
magnitude of the perturbation and the e ien y of the

omputation. Se ond, after

ea h obje t is pro essed, the perturbation algorithm guarantees that it indu es no
degenera ies. Generally, the s heme pro eeds as follows.

S = fs1 ; s2 ; : : : ; sn g be the set of input obje ts. Ea h obje t s 2 S is inserted in
its turn. Possibly, ea h s 2 S is further divided into m  1 parts, Q(s) = q1 ; q2    qm ,
ordered in a spe i order determined by the algorithm. Then ea h part q 2 Q(s)
is inserted in its turn. In ea h insertion we he k if q indu es degenera ies with the
Let

already inserted obje ts.

(In what follows an obje t indu es degenera ies always

refers to with the already inserted obje ts.) If not, it is inserted. Otherwise we have
to perturb

q.

We next des ribe how to do so in our algorithm (other algorithms of

this s heme apply similar ideas). We dene the set
a unique vertex,
We perturb

r. r

is

vq

vq , whi

in the following way. We dene a dis

C,
p

omputed su h that when pi king up a point

guaranteed that with a reasonable probability,

p

Q(s) su

h that ea h

q 2 Q(s) has

h is perturbed if ne essary in order to remove degenera ies.

'

entered at

vq

with a radius

randomly inside

(for example

1
),
2

C,

we are

if we pla e

vq

at

q atta hed to vq will not indu e any degenera ies. We pi k up a
vq randomly inside C and he k if any degenera y is indu ed. If not, q is
Otherwise we ontinue hoosing pla ements for vq in the same way until we

then the obje t

pla ement for
inserted.

nd a degenera y-free pla ement. Sin e the probability to indu e no degenera ies is

', we nd a degenera y-free perturbation after '1 trials on the average. The sele tion
of the parameter ' is a tradeo between the size of the perturbation and the e ien y
of the omputation. The larger ' is, the bigger the perturbation magnitude is, but
the probability of nding degenerate-free pla ement is greater, thus less trials on the
average should su e. We set

' = 12

in our implementation.
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Related Work.

Halperin and Shelton [25℄ were the rst to propose a Controlled

Perturbation algorithm. Their goal was the elimination of degenera ies indu ed by
olle tions of spheres in

IR .
3

They des ribed a software pa kage for

manipulating the subdivision of a sphere and for
the union of spheres. Their implementation was a
support geometri

omputing and

omputing the boundary surfa e of
omponent in a pa kage aimed to

queries on mole ular models. The ex use for the perturbation is

that the model is approximate to begin with. The time

omplexity of their method

is linear in the number of spheres in the input.
It was followed by Raab in [33, 34℄ who proposed a Controlled Perturbation algorithm to eliminate degenera ies indu ed by polyhedral surfa es in

IR . The motivation
3

was to reate a robust model for swept volume appli ations. A swept volume is dened
as the geometri

spa e o

upied by an obje t moving along a traje tory in a given

time interval. Her swept volume appli ation

omputes the boundary of a

olle tion

of three-dimensional polyhedra and employs verti al de omposition as its nal step.

Chapter 8
Controlled Perturbation of Line
Segments

8.1

Introdu tion

In this

hapter, we propose a Controlled Perturbation algorithm for arrangement of

line segments in

IR

2

(CPLS for short).

CPLS follows the framework des ribed in

Chapter 7. While this framework has been applied for

olle tion of spheres [25℄ and

polyhedral surfa es [34℄, we propose a novel s heme of the framework, for arrangements of line segments in

IR .
2

The idea of CPLS is to perturb the above arrangement into a robust representation
for further manipulation.
arrangement.

Degenera ies are eliminated by slightly perturbing some of the line

segments indu ing them,

8.2

This is done by eliminating degenera ies indu ed in the
reating degenera y-free data.

Preliminaries and Key Ideas

S = fs1 ; s2 ; : : : ; sng is the set
of input line segments ordered arbitrarily. Si denotes the set of the rst i segments
of S . For ea h si 2 S we denote its endpoints by pi and qi (we relate to pi as the rst
endpoint, and to qi as the se ond one; this hoi e is arbitrary). As we show later, the
perturbation of ea h s 2 S has two phases. In the rst one pi is possibly perturbed.
0
We denote by pi the result of the rst phase on pi , either perturbed or not. We denote
0
0
by si the segment pi qi . In the se ond phase, qi is possibly perturbed. We denote by
0
qi the result of the se ond phase on qi , either perturbed or not. We denote by s00i the
00
00 00
00
00
0 0 00
segment pi qi . si is the CPLS output for si . Let Si = fs1 ; s2 : : : si g and A = Sn .
Then A is the output of CPLS, namely the set of the output segments produ ed by
We use the following notation throughout the

CPLS.
38

hapter.
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The goal of CPLS is to eliminate degenera ies indu ed in arrangements of line
segments so that the algorithms that manipulate the input further will be robust. In
order to dene a degenera y formally, we use a

resolution parameter, "0 >

0, whi h

is another input of the algorithm. Two features are degenerate if they are not
away from ea h other (i.e, the distan e between them is less than

"0 ).

"0 -

We need to

"0 . They
are denoted by 1 and 2 . The idea is that when perturbing a segment si , 1 is the
0
0
resolution parameter of pi (more pre isely, we demand that a dis
entered at pi with
0
00
a radius 1 is empty) and 2 is the resolution parameter of qi and si (more pre isely,
0
we demand that a dis
entered at qi with a radius 2 is empty and that the distan e
00
00
between si and any vertex indu ed by Si 1 is at least 2 ). We need two dierent
0
resolution parameters for the endpoints sin e as we show below, the work on pi is
0
dierent from the work on qi . They also dier from "0 sin e "0 is used for a ertain
degenera y whi h must have smaller perturbation magnitude than 1 and 2  see
use other two arti ial resolution parameters whi h

annot be smaller than

Appendix A.2.4. We dis uss the exa t relations among the resolution parameters in
Se tion 8.7 and Appendix A.2.4.
In order to eliminate degenera ies we use the following perturbation pro ess. We
order the line segments arbitrarily and possibly perturb ea h one in its turn.
ea h line segment

si , we possibly perturb pi and qi several times.

If

pi indu

For

es degen-

era ies, it is perturbed in order to nd a pla ement in whi h it does not indu e any
degenera y. The perturbation of

qi

is dierent sin e its goal is not only to eliminate

qi , but also to eliminate the ones indu ed by the whole
e degenera ies, we perturb qi until all degenera ies are eliminated.

the degenera ies indu ed by

s0 .
i

0
If qi or si

indu

On e the work on an endpoint is done, its pla ement is determined and it is never
perturbed again. Ea h endpoint is perturbed inside a dis
inal endpoint and whose radius is
the perturbations of

pi

and

qi

alled a

whose

perturbation radius.

enter is the origSin e the goals of

are dierent, dierent perturbation radii are used for

ea h one. We denote the perturbation radii by

Æ1

and

Æ2

for

pi

and

qi

respe tively.

The radii are determined su h that the probability that a pla ement of an endpoint
indu es a degenera y is no more than

1
.
2

We

hoose a pla ement for the endpoint

at random (inside the dis ) until no degenera y is indu ed. Sin e the probability to
indu e degenera ies after the perturbation is no more than

1
,
2

after no more than

2

perturbations on the average we nd a degenerate-free pla ement. The determination
of the values of

Æ1 , Æ2 , 1

and

2

are te hni al (and tedious) and hen e postponed to

Appendix A.
Previous Controlled Perturbation algorithms [25, 34℄ applied optimization te hniques in order to make the work and the out ome of the algorithm more e ient. We
implemented these optimizations and des ribe how we apply them in our algorithm
 see Se tion 8.5.
A

riti al de ision when designing a geometri

pre ision arithmeti

or exa t arithmeti .

vantages of using ea h one and explain why we
nite-pre ision arithmeti .

algorithm is whether to use nite-

We des ribe the advantages and disadhoose to implement CPLS with

Other Controlled Perturbation algorithms [25, 34℄ used

8.2.

Preliminaries and Key Ideas

nite-pre ision arithmeti
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as well.

Throughout the algorithm we use the following atomi operations (we assume that
ea h operation takes





O(1) time):

Finding an interse tion between two line segments.
Finding the distan e between a segment and a point.
Pi king up a random point inside a dis .

We expe t the perturbation radii and the resolution parameters to be mu h smaller
than the length of the input line segments. Otherwise CPLS is not
input sin e line segments may be perturbed signi antly. In that

a eptable for the

ase, the user should

refrain from using CPLS and resort to other xed-pre ision approximation s hemes.
We next give a formal denition of this issue.

Denition 8.1 CPLS is onsidered -a eptable for an input set S of segments and
for a parameter  if and only if Æ=L   where Æ is the largest perturbation radius
and L is the length of the longest input line segment in S .
Note that the biggest perturbation radius is bigger than any resolution parameter
(see Equation A.6 and Theorem A.4).
then for ea h resolution parameter
a

Thus if the perturbation is

", "=L



holds.

-a

eptable,

We get that CPLS is

eptable if any resolution parameter and perturbation radius is at least

1



-

times

smaller than the longest input segment. Thus the perturbation magnitudes will be
relatively small, provided that

 is small enough.

We arbitrarily hoose

 = 101

in our

implementation. Our experiments have shown that with a reasonable input resolution
parameter and input that is not extremely
The above denition is

ongested, CPLS is found

-a

eptable.

ru ial for both the CPLS algorithm and its analysis, as we

show below.

Dis ussion: CPLS vs. SR and ISR.

SR (see Chapter 2), as well as ISR (see

Chapter 3), have basi ally the same goal as CPLS, but the results of SR and ISR
ompared with CPLS are quite dierent.
arrangement well separated.
ollapsed to the

Both make the verti es of the original

In SR and ISR all verti es inside a

ertain pixel are

enter of it, possibly introdu ing new degenera ies. The situation is

dierent in CPLS. Here verti es of the original arrangement are perturbed to make
their distan e not less than a given threshold. In that sense, the results are somewhat
opposite to SR and ISR. An advantage of SR and ISR over CPLS is that they preserve
ertain topologi al features while CPLS does not. On the other hand, an advantage of
CPLS over SR and ISR is that the output type is maintained (line segments) while SR
and ISR transform segments into polygonal hains. While SR has the property that an
output hain is very

lose to its original segment this is not the

ase for ISR and CPLS

8.3.

The Degenera ies
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where the distan e between an original segment and its output depends on the input
segments and the parameters of the algorithm. In SR the distan e between a vertex
and a non-in ident edge
is not the
CPLS is

an be extremely small indu ing potential degenera ies. This

ase for ISR and CPLS. While ISR and SR an maintain planar subdivisions,
onstrained to work with segments. The above dis ussion implies that CPLS

provides another s heme to
segments in

IR

2

reate a robust approximation of an arrangement of line

beyond the well known SR and our ISR. Ea h s heme may be suitable

in dierent situations.

8.3

The Degenera ies

Re all that a vertex of an arrangement of line segments is either an endpoint,
interse tion point

i of two segments.

Let

s be a segment.

e, or an

Three types of degenera ies

are possible in an arrangement of line segments:

D1 : endpoint - line segment
It takes pla e when the distan e between e and
s (where e is not an endpoint of s) is smaller than a given threshold.
D2 : interse tion - line segment It takes pla e when the distan e between i and
s (where s is not one of the segments that indu e i) is smaller than a given threshold.
D3 : two endpoints
It takes pla e when s is short enough su h that
its endpoints indu e degenera ies.

8.4

Algorithm

As we des ribed earlier, ea h line segment is pro essed in two phases, one for ea h
endpoint. Next we explain the details of ea h phase. For brevity we omit the spe ial
ase of
only

s1 whi

h involves only perturbations due to degenera ies of type

q1 might be perturbed su

First phase.

In this phase

h that it is su iently

pi

0
far from p

1

=p .

D3 in whi

h

1

is possibly perturbed. The possible degenera ies in

D1 . We rst he k whether no s00j 2 Si00 1 indu es a degenera y
0
with pi . If so, we set pi = pi . Otherwise we have to perturb pi . The perturbation
is done as follows. We perturb pi randomly in a dis
entered at pi with a radius
0
0
Æ1 , giving pi . We he k if pi indu es degenera ies of type D1 . If not, the work on
p0i is done. Otherwise, we ontinue hoosing pla ements at random inside the same
0
dis
entered at pi until we nd a pla ement for whi h pi indu es no degenera ies.
Re all that Æ1 , the radius of the dis , is determined su h that the probability that a
this

ase are of type

pla ement of an endpoint indu es degenera ies is no more than
show that this holds for any

Æ1

segments that were inserted into
an be very

lose to

s or interse



8mR2



, where

m

1
.
2

In Appendix A we

is the maximum number of line

A by the time that a

ertain

s 2 S is inserted, whi h
m in Se tion 8.6),

t it (we des ribe how to estimate

8.5. Optimizations

R is the ratio 12
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1 is determined in this way, namely we set 1 to be R2 ;
tion 8.7), and 2 is the resolution parameter for the se ond

(the size of

we give the details in Se

phase (see Theorem A.4).

Se ond phase.

In this phase,

already determined, only

qi

s00i

is inserted into

A.

Sin e the lo ation of

p0i

is

may be perturbed su h that none of the following types

of degenera ies arise:

D3 between p0i and qi0 .
For ea h s00j 2 Si00

D1 indu
D1 indu

1:

p0j or qj0
00
i and sj .

ed by either
ed by

q0

and

s00i .

For ea h s00j ; s00k 2 Si00 1 ; j 6= k (the order of j and k is not important):
00
00
00
if s interse ts s , D2 indu ed by this interse tion and s .
j

i

k

For ea h s00j ; s00k 2 Si00 1 ; j 6= k (the order of j and k is important):
00
00
00
if s interse ts s , D2 indu ed by this interse tion and s .
i

j

k

s0i indu es degenera ies. If not, qi0 = qi and s0i is inserted into A. Otherwise, we perturb qi inside a dis
entered at qi with a radius Æ2 in the same manner
as done for pi above. Re all that Æ2 is determined su h that the probability that a
We

he k if

pla ement of an endpoint indu es a degenera y is no more than
show that this holds for any

Æ2 
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(

p

8mR2

m(m+3)(L+ 
2 R2 1

)

1
.
2

In Appendix A we

+ 2(m + 1)), where m, R and

2 are dened as in the rst phase and L is the length of the largest line segment in
S.
Figure 8.1 depi ts two results of Controlled Perturbation of an arrangement of
four line segments. Noti e that both degenera ies of types

D1 and D2 are eliminated,

but the topology of the original arrangement may not be preserved.
The

omplexity of the pro edure is analyzed in Se tions 8.5, 8.6, 8.7 and in Ap-

pendix A, and is summarized in Theorem 8.8.

8.5

Optimizations

We des ribe two typi al optimization te hniques to improve the quality of the output
and the performan e of the algorithm. These te hniques were previously applied in
the

ontext of Controlled Perturbation [25, 34℄.

te hnique to nd a group of

The rst one deals with a useful

andidate segments for the degenera ies tests. By that

we improve the performan e of CPLS sin e we prevent many possibly redundant tests

8.5.
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(a)

(b)

( )

Figure 8.1: An arrangement of line segments (a) and two dierent results of CPLS
(b),( )

of degenera ies. The se ond one deals with redu ing the perturbation magnitudes.
By a hieving smaller perturbations we improve the quality of the output sin e the
output line segments are

loser to the original ones. Our CPLS implementation uses

these te hniques and we base our analysis on them.

8.5.1
Let

Tiling the Plane

si 2 S

be a segment that is

that indu e degenera ies with
but in pra ti e we

si .

urrently perturbed. We need to nd the segments
We

an do better. Let

ould

he k all the segments in

U (si )  Si

Si

1

for that

1 be the set of segments that may

si , after possibly perturbing the segments. Then it su es
to work only with segments of U (si ). We next des ribe a way to nd a superset of
U (si ), whi h may still be mu h smaller than Si 1 .
Let  be the smallest magnitude that satises the following ondition: if the distan e between two line segments is equal or greater than  , then there is no possibility
indu e degenera ies with

that a degenera y whi h is a result of both is indu ed. In Se tion 8.6 we show that



= 2 max(Æ ; Æ ) +  . We use the following denition throughout this se tion.
1

2

1

Denition 8.2 Let o1 and o2 be two geometri obje ts and d(o1 ; o2 ) be the minimal
distan e between them. We say that two obje ts are - lose if d(o1 ; o2 ) < .
Let

V (si ) = fs 2 S jsi and s are  -

lose}. The following

learly holds:

Observation 8.3 U (si )  V (si ).
L is the maximum length of a segment in S .
squares, H , whose edge length is L su h that the

Re all that
a grid of

We tile the plane with
point

(0; 0) is a vertex

of the tiling. We keep the squares that are used (as des ribed below) in a balan ed

8.5.
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Hsi  H be the squares that are interse ted by si or are  - lose to
si . Let S (Hsi )  Si 1 be the set of segments that interse t Hsi or are  - lose to Hsi .
Obviously ea h segment s 2 V (si ) interse ts at least one square h 2 Hsi or is  - lose
to it but possibly other segments that are not  - lose to s may also interse t Hsi . We

binary tree. Let

get the following.

Observation 8.4 V (si )  S (Hsi ).
From observations 8.3 and 8.4 we get that
genera ies with

si

 S (Hsi ).

an be restri ted to the segments of

is restri ted to nding
for nding

U (si )

S (Hsi ).

S (Hsi ) for all the

parameters ne essary for

Thus the tests for de-

S (Hsi ).

Now the problem

We des ribe next how we do that.

Then the work

segments is done as a prepro essing step when all the

omputing the resolution parameters are determined (more

pre isely after the work des ribed in Se tions 8.6 and 8.7). During the perturbation
pro ess, ea h segment

si

points to

S (Hsi ) and we

use the segments of

being possibly perturbed, when testing for degenera ies with
Noti e that if CPLS is
for ea h
to

si

 we

by a

hoose

=

-a

eptable then



Si .

 3L. Then, if CPLS is -a

an bound the number of squares whi h

si interse

L).

lose

Re all that we

w the maximum possible number of segments in ea

jS (Hsi )j = O(w). The algorithm pro eed as follows.
2 H that ontains pi. We insert h into Hsi . Then we

square, then

h1

-

With that value the bound of the number of su h grid squares is

It follows that if we denote by
square

eptable,

ts or that are

onstant (re all that the edge length of the square is
1
.
10

S (Hsi ), after

to see if

si

interse ts it or if

si

h

We rst nd the
he k ea h one of

 - lose to it. Let
H1  H be the group of squares that satisfy this ondition. Ea h h 2 H1 is inserted
into Hsi . Then we apply the same pro edure we applied to h1 to ea h h 2 H1 and
possibly nd another set H2  H of squares. Then ea h h 2 H2 is inserted to Hsi .
We do not need to sear h for neighbors of the squares in H2 sin e by that time Hsi
is omplete. The reason is that other squares are too far to interse t or be  - lose to
si . Obviously we take are not to insert a square twi e.
For ea h h 2 H let S (h) be the list of segments interse ting h or that are  - lose
to h (S (h) is built in rementally in the pro ess we des ribe below). For ea h h 2 H
being inserted to Hsi , we insert ea h s 2 S (h) to S (Hsi ) and insert si to S (h). We

the 8 neighboring squares of

h1

1

7.

is

need to avoid inserting the same segment twi e, thus the data stru ture that holds

S (Hsi )

is implemented as a balan ed binary tree. By the time we nish the above

algorithm, we are guaranteed that

S (Hsi ) is

omplete.

The work we des ribed above is for nding the segments that
era ies with

si , thus appropriate when inserting qi .

an indu e degen-

When inserting

pi

the work is a

little dierent sin e we need to nd the segments that may indu e degenera ies with

Hsi , we have to nd Hpi  H whi h
are the squares that are  - lose to pi where  = max(Æ1 ; Æ2 ) + Æ1 + 1 (the dieren e
from  is that we regard the perturbation of a vertex pi and not of an entire segment).
The following laim is similar to the one we des ribed above for si : If CPLS is pi .

The only dieren e is that instead of nding

8.5.
a
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jS (Hpi )j = O(w). Thus the asymptoti

eptable, then

does not
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omplexity of the pro edure

hange.

Another important point is to estimate the number of degenera ies that are tested
when pro essing a
work.

ertain line segment. This estimation ee ts the

omplexity of the

For example, when testing degenera ies with interse tions of line segments,

we expe t that the number of degenera ies to be tested would be quadrati

in the

number of line segments that might indu e degenera ies. We denote this quantity by

(w). We postpone the various estimations of (w) to Appendix A.
The following theorem summarizes the dis ussion above.

Theorem 8.5 Finding the set of segments that are tested with the urrently inserted
segment for degenera ies takes O(n(log n + w log w)) prepro essing time and O(wn)
working storage for all the inserted segments together, where w is the maximum pos-

sible number of segments in ea h square.

Proof:

Re all that

n is the number of segments in the input. For a segment si ,
O(log n) time. Sin e

nding and inserting squares to the squares data stru ture takes

S (h) and S (Hsi ) are

implemented as a list and a balan ed binary tree respe tively,

the work on them takes

O(w log w)

is

There are at most

O(n(log n + w log w)).

time.

Together the total time for

n

segments

O(n) squares, ea h holds at most O(w)
segments. For ea h segment inserted we build the tree S (Hsi ) with O (w ) nodes. Thus
the working storage is O (nw ).



8.5.2

Redu ing the Perturbation Magnitude

If a vertex must be perturbed then we would like to move it as little as possible. Sin e
our algorithm does not nd the smallest perturbation that removes the degenera ies,
whi h is a very

ompli ated and time

onsuming task, we take another strategy. The

dis ussion below is relevant both to the rst and the se ond phases. As mentioned
in Se tion 8.4, we

he k if there is a need to perform perturbations to eliminate

degenera ies. If there is, we perturb the vertex randomly inside a dis

whose

enter

is the original pla ement of the vertex in order to nd a degenera y-free pla ement.
The size of the dis

(namely its radius

Æ)

is su iently large so that no more than

two perturbation trials on the average are needed. Sin e
ts extreme

ases of

not overlap, there is a great
optimization is
to be

Æ

is an upper bound whi h

ongested areas su h that the various forbidden pla ements do
han e that a smaller radius is su ient.

arried out as follows. We begin with a smaller radius,

10 times bigger than the largest resolution parameter, 

Thus the

r (we

hoose

r

1  see Lemma A.2 and

the details following it), making a few random trials in order to nd a degenera y-free
pla ement (let

be a parameter we x for the number of su h trials). If we nd one,

we are done. Otherwise we double

r, making at most

additional random trials inside

8.6.

Computing



and

the larger dis . We

m
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ontinue this way until we nd a degenera y-free pla ement. If

we rea h a point in whi h

r

 Æ, we set r to be Æ, and

ontinue with the same

r

Æ as the radius, we need at most two

until we nd a degenera y-free pla ement. With

trials on the average to get a degenera y-free pla ement. The reason for stopping at
this radius is that we do not want the perturbation to be larger than

Æ

in order to

onstrain the perturbation magnitude and to satisfy the perturbation analysis. We
next give an upper bound on the expe ted running time of this pro edure.

Theorem 8.6 Finding a degenera y-free pla ement for any vertex takes O(

expe ted time.

 be the largest integer that satises 10  2 1 < Æ .

the radius sizes is f101 ; 201 ; : : : ; 10  2 1 ; Æ g, where for ea h one
Proof:

Let

out ex ept for the last one, in whi h a small
out. Thus the number of trials is

O(

(w) log )
Æ
1

Then the series of
trials are

arried

onstant number of trials are

arried

log ). Sin e ea h trial involves O( (w)) tests
Æ
1

(w) is a fun tion that determines the number of potential degenera ies
that might be involved as a fun tion of w ), the total expe ted time is O (
(w) log ).

(re all that

8.6

Æ
1

Computing  and m

This se tion des ribes a prepro essing step of the perturbation algorithm. We dened



as the smallest magnitude su h that if the distan e between two line segments is

equal or larger than



then there is no possibility that a degenera y whi h is a result

of both is indu ed. We start by evaluating
Two segments

.

annot indu e a degenera y if after they are perturbed, their dis-

tan e is equal to or greater than some resolution parameter. The largest resolution
parameter we en ounter is

1 (see Appendix A).


We

on lude that:

= 2 max(Æ ; Æ ) +  :
1

2

1

We are now ready to give a formal denition of the parameter

m

whi h was

m to be the maximum number of line segments inserted
by the time a ertain segment s 2 S is inserted, whi h may indu e degenera ies with
s, namely the segments that are  - lose to s. Thus m strongly depends on  whi h
in turn depends on Æ1 ,Æ2 and 1 . On the other hand, a ording to Appendix A, Æ1 ,
Æ2 and 1 depend on m. Therefore we need to nd a way to determine the values of
mentioned above. We dene

these parameters.
Let

 = fÆ ; Æ g. Sin e the smaller the value of m is, the smaller the perturbation
1

2

magnitudes are, we want to nd the smallest

m su

h that together with the values of

R

8.7. Approximating the Best Ratio ( )
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 there are indeed no more than m segments whi h are  - lose to a

ertain one. We

propose three approa hes:

I

 and he k if
= 1 segments  - lose to any segment s 2 S with the
appropriate values of . If this is the ase, we set m to 1 and the values of the
parameters in  a ordingly. Otherwise, we in rement m by one and do the
above again. We ontinue with this s heme until there are at most m segments
 - lose to a ertain segment s 2 S with the appropriate values of . Obviously
we are guaranteed to stop when we rea h m = n. We use the tiling te hnique
m

We begin with

= 1,

there are at most

m

ompute the values of the parameters in

as des ribed in Se tion 8.5.1 to nd the potentially

Complexity.

We have at the worst

ase

lose segments.

n tests for a valid m.

From Theorem 8.5

ea h one takes O (n(log n + w log w )) time. Thus the total time omplexity is
O(n2 (log n + w log w)). The working storage is O(nw) as in Theorem 8.5.
The problem is that this approa h in reases the asymptoti

time

omplexity of

the algorithm signi antly.

II

We simply let

m = n and

Complexity.
is

O(1).

There is a

al ulate the values of the parameters in
onstant number of

In this way, the parameters of

.

omputations. Thus the total time

 get upper bound values whi h are obviously

valid for applying CPLS. Nevertheless, this approa h is problemati

sin e al-

though we save time, we may get very big perturbation radii whi h degrade the
quality of the output.

III

 when m = n. The values we get are valid upper
m is upper-bounded by n. With these values we nd what is the
number of segments whi h are  - lose to a ertain segment s 2 S and set it to
m. Obviously, this value is an upper bound of the real m be ause the real m is

We

ompute the parameters of

bounds sin e

supposed to be found with parameters whi h are less than or equal to the ones
we get here. Now we re al ulate the values of the parameters in
the newly found

Complexity.

m.

The same as the tiling te hnique sin e it is applied on e:

w log w)) time and O(nw) working storage.
This approa h has a mu h better time

we

a

ording to

We use the tiling te hnique here too.

O(n(log n+

omplexity than the rst one. Although

an get larger perturbation radii, our experiments have shown that they are

still relatively small. In that sense, it is better than the se ond approa h. Thus
we use this approa h throughout the arti le and in our implementation. All the
omplexity

al ulations are ee ted by this approa h.

8.7.
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Æ2 (R )

l

Æ1 (R )
Figure 8.2:

8.7

Æ1 and Æ2 as fun

tions of

R.

The thi k line is

GÆ (R)

Approximating the Best Ratio (R)

This se tion des ribes yet another prepro essing step. Thus it is strongly related to
the pro edure that is des ribed in Se tion 8.6.
of the two resolution parameters

1

and

2 .

Re all that

R

determines the ratio

A ni e and simple approa h would be

R to be the one that makes the maximum of the perturbations radii minimal.
hoose R to be an integer. It has to be bigger than 1 so the square
root in the inequality dening Æ2 is real (see Theorem A.4). Noti e from the values
of Æ1 ,Æ2 and 2 in Theorem A.4 that if all the parameters but R are onstant, Æ1 (R)
is an in reasing monotone fun tion and Æ2 (R) is a de reasing monotone one.
Let GÆ (R) = max(Æ1 (R); Æ2 (R)). We get that GÆ (R) has one lo al minimum,
l (see Figure 8.2). We are interested in nding l sin e it is exa tly the value for

to set

For simpli ity we

whi h the maximum between the perturbations radii is minimal. More pre isely, for
onvenien e we sear h only for integers bigger than

1. Let l0 denote the lo al minimum

l0 by applying a variation of binary sear h with R, while R ranges
from 1 to some very big value (denoted by M ). M an be the maximum integer, the
for integers. We nd

maximum double, or other

onstants depending on the ar hite ture (we

the maximum double). For ea h

R being

hose it to be

he ked, we make an iteration of approa h

III in order to nd the values of the various parameters. When the binary sear h is
over,

R is set to l0 .

The ex eption is the following

value, there is a possibility that
this extreme

l0 > M .

ase R is set
R is small. The following theorem

In that

ase, the deviation from the optimal

M has a very big
to M . Ex ept for

ase. Although

summarizes the prepro essing work of CPLS:

Theorem 8.7 The prepro essing work of CPLS takes O(n log M (log n + w log w))
time and O(nw) working storage.

8.8.

Dis ussion: Exa t Arithmeti vs. Finite-Pre ision Arithmeti

Proof:

Sin e we make a binary sear h over

M , ea
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h time applying the approa h



III, the time bound follows. The working storage is not ee ted by the sear h.

8.8

Dis ussion: Exa t Arithmeti vs. Finite-Pre ision
Arithmeti

An important dis ussion

on erning the implementation of geometri

whether to use nite-pre ision or exa t arithmeti .
are guaranteed to get a
arithmeti

algorithms is

By using exa t arithmeti , we

urate results. Unfortunately, by using the available exa t

number types whi h support square root operation (as CPLS requires),

we get a huge time and spa e overhead. On the other hand, under
tions, CPLS

an use nite-pre ision arithmeti

assumption is that the resolution parameter

"0

ertain assump-

and still produ e valid results. The
is

hosen su iently big su h that

degenera ies are not indu ed due to the errors with the ma hine pre ision. (We are
urrently investigating this issue to determine the relation between

"0 and the ma

hine

pre ision.) We implemented our software with oating-point arithmeti . Earlier Controlled Perturbation [25, 34℄ also rely on this assumption when using oating-point
arithmeti .
The idea behind our s heme is that sin e the output has a nite-pre ision representation and has no degenera ies, following manipulations that use nite-pre ision
arithmeti

an safely use it. The same assumption mentioned above regarding the

resolution parameter holds here too, namely that the resolution parameter is

ho-

sen su iently big so that degenera ies are not indu ed due to the errors with the
ma hine pre ision.
We next point out another problem whi h may arise when using nite-pre ision
arithmeti . This problem is relevant to the earlier Controlled Perturbation algorithms
as well.

Points inside forbidden lo i.

Re all that the radius of the perturbation dis

hosen su h that the area of the dis

is

is at least twi e bigger than the sum of the areas

of all possible forbidden lo i (namely, those that indu e degenera ies). Thus when
pi king up a point inside the dis , we have a probability of at least

1
2

to be outside

the forbidden lo i. If we use nite-pre ision arithmeti , it is not obvious that this
is the

ase. Consider the example in Figure 8.3. The point

inside the dis

C

where the resolution parameter is

arithmeti , we have a grid of points,

K,

".

p

has to be perturbed

Sin e we use nite-pre ision

to pi k up randomly inside

C

points in Figure 8.3). The forbidden lo i are indu ed by the ve strings

(the bla k
rossing

C

Z ). These are the shaded re tangles in Figure 8.3. Note that the width of
ea h z 2 Z is 2". Let Y = Z \ C . Therefore, Y is the forbidden lo i. The strings are
pla ed su h that they over all the points of K . Thus we never get a degenerate-free
(denoted by
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111
000
000
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000
111
000
111
000
111
000
111
000
111
000
111
000
111
000
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000
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000
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000
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000
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000
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000
111
000
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000
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000
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Figure 8.3: A
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ase where all the grid points are inside the forbidden lo i

pla ement. Even if not all the points are inside forbidden lo i, the probability to get
a degenerate-free pla ement

an be signi antly less that

1
,
2

resulting in a hard work

to nd one.

m segments
Æ , then Æ  2m". However, the
real magnitudes of Æ1 and Æ2 are usually mu h bigger than 2m" and therefore this
example is not realisti . Here the pra ti al assumption is that " is su iently larger
From the example in Figure 8.3 we

an

on lude that if there are

indu ing these strings and the perturbation radius is

than the ma hine pre ision and hen e situations as the one depi ted in Figure 8.3 will
be ruled out. Our experiments

8.9
We

onrm that this problem does not arise.

The Main Theorem
on lude this

hapter by giving the main theorem of CPLS.

Theorem 8.8 Given n input line segments and a resolution parameter "0 , a valid
perturbation of the line segments an be omputed in O(n log M (log n + w log w) +
nw (log Æ11 + w log Æ21 )) expe ted time and O(nw) working storage, and the output size
is n, where the parameters are des ribed below. M is a big onstant that an be
expressed in the number type that is used. w is the maximum number of line segments

in a grid square as des ribed in Se tion 8.5.1. is the number of trials done in order
to nd a degenerate-free lo us before enlarging the radius of the perturbation dis .
1 = R2 isrthe biggest resolution parameter related to the rst perturbation phase
q )"20 L is related to the se ond perturbation phase, R is simply the
where 2 = (1+2
1

4

ratio , L is the length of the longest input line segment in the input and  is the
a eptan e parameter of CPLS. Æ1 and Æ2 are the perturbation radii for the rst and
se ond verti es of a line segment respe tively. The values of Æ1 and Æ2 are hosen su h
1
2

8.9.
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8mR2

m(m+3)(L+  )
2
p
+ 2(m + 1)) where m is the maximum
that Æ1  8mR
and Æ2  42 (

2 R2 1
number of line segments that were inserted into the output by the time that a ertain
s 2 S is inserted, whi h an be very lose to s or interse t it (See Appendix A for
more details on these magnitudes.)

Proof:

The

omplexities above are the results of summing up the

in Theorems 8.6, 8.7, A.1 and A.3. The output has
segment

O(n) size sin

omplexities

e ea h input line

ontributes one, possibly perturbed, line segment to the output.



Chapter 9
Implementation Details

The implementation details we des ribed that are not spe i

to ISR (see Chapter 5)

are relevant here too. We next des ribe more implementation details of the CPLS
pa kage.
The main input and the main output of the pa kage are sets of line segments. The
Controlled Perturbation is a framework for several types of algorithms (see Chapter 7).
Thus we have designed our pa kage more generally for Controlled Perturbations in

IR . The main
2

lass is a general frame to perform Controlled Perturbation algorithms.

It is separated from the type of obje ts that use it. Its knowledge is the Controlled
Perturbation framework (see Chapter 7) and the optimizations (see Se tion 8.5). In
order to use it, it has to be
tion details, and as other

templated with the information of the obje

lasses of

Cgal [6℄, the arithmeti

t, its perturba-

number type. The obje t

and its perturbation are separated in order to allow dierent perturbation s hemes
for the same type of obje ts. The advantage of our design is that on e the Controlled
Perturbation frame

lass is implemented, it is suitable for other kinds of obje ts and

perturbations. Using this frame, we built the CPLS pa kage by templating both line
segments and our perturbation algorithm. Future Controlled Perturbation algorithms
in

IR

2

will be able to apply the same frame

ment and support. This was exa tly the

lass, making the work easier to imple-

ase when we developed and implemented

Controlled Perturbation algorithms for both arrangements of polygonal lines and arrangements of polygons (whi h are extensions not des ribed in this thesis). We used
oating-point arithmeti

for implementing CPLS.
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Chapter 10
Experimental Results

We present two kinds of experimental results obtained with the CPLS pa kage. For
ea h one we give quantitative magnitudes that indi ate the quality of CPLS.
We

hoose

"0

 iently large



su h that the other resolution parameters ( 1 and

2 ) will be

suf-

ompared with the resolution of the standard double (oating-point)

rmed that the

omputation involving "0 is when we determine
2 using LEDA's bigoat number type1 [30℄. We observed and onomputed value 2 was the same when using either bigoat or double.

The rest of the

omputation was

number type. Noti e that the only

2 .

We

al ulated

arried out with the standard ma hine double.

The abbreviations we use in this se tion are explained in Table 10.1.

10.1

Congestion Data

The input for this example is similar to the one we used in Se tion 6. The dieren e is

2150 interse tions. The segments' bounding
(0; 0) and upper right orner is (100; 100). For larity, the

that this one has only 100 segments with
box lower left

orner is

pi tures in Figure 10.1 depi t a similar example with resolution 1e-15 so that the
perturbations are su iently large to be visible.
between the input and the output more

In order to show the dieren es

learly, the bottom left part of the example

is zoomed in.

Æ1 and Æ2 , the number of perturbed verti es and the a tual size of the perturbations
are bigger as we use a bigger "0 . The a tual average and maximum perturbations
are mu h smaller than Æ1 and Æ2 . It shows that the optimization that we des ribe in
Se tion 8.5.2 redu es the perturbation magnitudes signi antly. The average number
of trials to nd a valid perturbation for a vertex does not ex eed 3.476.
1 LEDA's

bigoat mimi s oating-point representation with user-xed mantissa length (we set it
to 100) and arbitrary length exponent.
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10.2. Random Data
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Abbreviation Explanation
n
number of input line segments
nvp
average number of perturbed verti es
ap
average perturbation
mp
maximum perturbation
ant
average number of trials to nd a valid perturbation
for a vertex

Table 10.1:

10.2

Abbreviations

Random Data

The input for this example is a set of line segments whose
randomly inside a bounding re tangle whose lower left
orner is

oordinates are

orner is

hosen

(0; 0) and upper right

(1; 1). We divided the experiments into four dierent numbers of segments:

100, 200, 300 and 400. For ea h one we

reated a random set and tested ea h one

several times, ea h time with a dierent resolution parameter. For
in Figure 10.2 depi t a similar example with only

larity the pi tures

50 segments in a bigger resolution

parameter (2e-9) so that the perturbations are su iently large to be visible. In order
to provide a ni e example with visible degenera ies elimination, the

oordinates of

three segments of the input were determined by us instead of being randomly

hosen.

The input-zoom-in pi ture shows a part of the set in whi h these three line segments
indu e degenera ies with other line segments. The degenera ies and their elimination,
as shown in the output-zoom-in pi ture, are

learly visible.

We tested dierent number of line segments to see the ee t of the density on the
results.

When we in rease the number of line segments,

1 , Æ1 , Æ2 ,

2

does not

hange while

the number of perturbed verti es and the a tual average and maximum

perturbations be ome bigger.

As in the previous example, the a tual average and

maximum perturbations are mu h smaller than

Æ1 and Æ2 .

The ee t of

hanging the

resolution parameter is also similar to the previous example. The average number of
trials to nd a valid perturbation for a vertex does not ex eed 2.01.

10.2. Random Data
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Input

Output

Input zoom in

"0

1e-18
1e-20
1e-22
1e-24
1e-26

1

9.384e-3
2.95e-3
9.315e-4
2.943e-4
9.308e-5

2

1.201e-8
1.201e-9
1.201e-10
1.201e-11
1.201e-12

Output zoom in

Æ1

2.365
0.743
0.234
0.074
0.023

Æ2

2.365
0.743
0.234
0.074
0.023

nvp
149
149
149
149
149

ap
0.092
0.028
9.114e-3
2.866e-3
9.019e-4

Statisti s (n = 100)
Figure 10.1: Congestion data

mp
0.348
0.115
0.0346
0.011
2.904e-3

ant
3.476
3.268
3.241
3.093
3.073

10.2. Random Data
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Input

Output

Input zoom in

n

100
100
100
100
200
200
200
200
300
300
300
300
400
400
400
400

"0

1e-17
1e-18
1e-19
1e-20
1e-17
1e-18
1e-19
1e-20
1e-17
1e-18
1e-19
1e-20
1e-17
1e-18
1e-19
1e-20

1

5.483e-4
3.021e-4
1.679e-4
9.384e-5
8.401e-4
4.46e-4
2.428e-4
1.34e-4
1.145e-3
5.801e-4
3.074e-4
1.672e-4
1.496e-3
7.196e-4
3.696e-4
1.974e-4

2

3.798e-9
1.201e-9
3.798e-10
1.201e-10
3.798e-9
1.201e-9
3.798e-10
1.201e-10
3.798e-9
1.201e-9
3.798e-10
1.201e-10
3.798e-9
1.201e-9
3.798e-10
1.201e-10

Output zoom in

Æ1

0.138
0.076
0.042
0.023
0.425
0.226
0.123
0.067
0.871
0.441
0.234
0.127
1.52
0.731
0.375
0.2

Æ2

0.138
0.076
0.042
0.023
0.425
0.226
0.123
0.067
0.871
0.441
0.234
0.127
1.52
0.731
0.375
0.2

nvp
1
1
1
1
21
12
7
5
50
29
16
9
114
60
39
19

Statisti s
Figure 10.2: Random data

ap
3.338e-3
1.986e-3
1.367e-3
7.109e-4
6.009e-3
3.493e-3
1.657e-3
7.78e-4
7.679e-3
3.736e-3
1.944e-3
1.202e-3
0.01
4.652e-3
2.565e-3
1.455e-3

mp
3.338e-3
1.986e-3
1.367e-3
7.109e-4
8.349e-3
4.459e-3
2.403e-3
1.229e-3
0.021
5.633e-3
2.97e-3
1.518e-3
0.298
7.923e-3
6.739e-3
1.973e-3

ant
1
1
1
1
1.428
1.416
1
1.2
1.74
1.31
1.062
1.222
2.01
1.683
1.384
1.421

Chapter 11
Implementation Details

We implemented both ISR and CPLS with C++, using many
[6℄. Ea h pa kage denes a C++
pa kages by

lass

reating instan es of these

the sense that ea h

Cgal

lasses.

The implementation is generi

in

lass is templated with a number type with whi h the data are

omposed of. The user of our software

template me

apabilities of

to work on [38℄. The programmer uses our

hooses whi h number type to apply with the

hanism of the C++ language.

The main input of the appli ations is a set of line segments while the outputs are
a set of polygonal

hains of segments for ISR and a set of the perturbed segments for

CPLS.
The user

an

hoose the output format. It

arrangements in the output or a graphi
output are drawn (the graphi
Ex ept for

Cgal

an be either a text le des ribing the

window in whi h both the input and the

window is the

Leda window [29℄).

apabilities that we expli itly mention, we applied other

elements su h as geometri

Cgal

predi ates, points, segment, ve tor and interse tion oper-

ations.
We next dis uss implementation details of ea h pa kage.

ISR.

The ISR pa kage supports both ISR and SR. It is up to the user to de ide

whi h one to apply.
SR is simply to

Generally speaking, the way to

onvert the ISR algorithm to

onstrain the re ursion depth of the Reroute routine to one (see

Chapter 3), meaning that the output polygonal

hains are determined immediately

by the hot pixels that the original segments interse t.
Sin e, as presented, ISR and SR must be implemented with an exa t number type,
we implemented the pa kage with the Leda rational number type [29℄.
Re all that we use the
for ISR. As a rst step for
pixels.

-oriented kd-trees as our sear h stru ture (see Chapter 5)
reating the

-oriented kd-trees, we have to nd the hot

This is done by applying a plane sweep algorithm [6℄.
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Re all that the

-
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oriented kd-trees are

omposed of several kd-trees.

Cgal to implement that.

We use the kd-tree pa kage of

The user has the ability to

hoose the number of trees to

use.
The ISR pa kage has be ome a part of

CPLS.

Cgal.

The Controlled Perturbation is a framework for several kinds of algorithms

(see Chapter 7). Thus we have designed our pa kage more generally for Controlled
Perturbations in

IR . The main
2

lass is a general frame to perform Controlled Pertur-

bation algorithms. It is separated from the kind of obje ts that use it. Its knowledge
is the the Controlled Perturbation frame and the optimizations for redu ing perturbation size and the tiling of the plane (see Chapter 8).
to be

templated

other

lasses of

In order to use it, it has

with the information of the obje t, its perturbation details, and as

Cgal, the arithmeti

number type. The obje t and its perturbation

are separated in order to allow dierent perturbation s hemes for the same kind of
obje ts. The advantage of our design is that on e the Controlled Perturbation frame
lass is implemented, it is suitable for other kinds of obje ts and perturbations. Using
this frame, we built the CPLS pa kage by templating both line segments and our perturbation algorithm. Future Controlled Perturbation algorithms in
apply the same frame
was exa tly the

IR

2

will be able to

lass, making the work easier to implement and support. This

ase when we developed and implemented Controlled Perturbation

algorithms for both arrangements of polygonal lines and arrangements of polygons
(whi h are beyond the s ope of this thesis).
We used oating-point arithmeti

for implementing CPLS.

Chapter 12
Con lusion

We presented two types of nite-pre ision approximation te hniques for arrangements
of segments in the plane. The goal of these te hniques is to

reate robust data for

further manipulation of the input. Ea h te hnique may be suitable in dierent situations. We implemented both te hniques and presented experimental results obtained
with our implementation.

12.1

Iterated Snap Rounding

We presented an augmented Snap Rounding pro edure whi h rounds an arbitrary
pre ision arrangement of segments in

IR

2

with the advantage that ea h vertex in the

rounded arrangement is at least half a unit away from any non-in ident edge. The
new s heme makes the rounded arrangement more robust for further manipulation
with limited pre ision arithmeti

than the output that the standard Snap Rounding

algorithm produ es. We have proved that the maximum distan e between an original segment and its output

hain is

(n ) in the worst
2

ase.

On the other hand,

many examples have demonstrated a very small deviation, no more than a small

on-

stant number of pixels. We believe that real-world data behave in this way and not
like pathologi al examples su h as the one we used to prove the lower bound.

We

implemented ISR using exa t arithmeti .
We propose several dire tions for further resear h: (1) Can dete ting all the hot
pixels through whi h an output
the s heme to non-linear

O (n

urves.

hain passes be done more e iently? (2) Extend
(3) The rounded arrangement

an have at most

) segments, whereas our algorithm (as well as the known algorithms for SR)
may produ e
(n ) output links. The task here is to devise an output sensitive
2

3

algorithm where the output size is the size of the rounded arrangement and not the
overall

omplexity of the hains. (4) Improve the heuristi s for hoosing the dire tions

of the kd-trees. (5) Find a s heme that

ontrols both the distan e of a vertex and a

non-in ident edge and the maximum perturbation magnitude.
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12.2. Controlled Perturbation of Line Segments

12.2
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Controlled Perturbation of Line Segments

We presented an algorithm that eliminates degenera ies from an arrangement of line
segments by perturbing the endpoints of the input segments slightly. Thus making
the rounded arrangement more robust for further manipulation. We implemented the
algorithm using oating-point arithmeti . Our experimental results have generated
relatively very small perturbations.
We have re ently also developed algorithms for Controlled Perturbations of both
arrangements of polygonal lines and arrangements of polygons.
both of them and a hieved good results.

We implemented

We intend to report on these Controlled

Perturbations algorithms in a separate report.
We propose several dire tions for further resear h: (1) In our work we assumed
that we are given a su iently large
meti

an be

arried out safely.

given the spe i
the

arithmeti

omputations in CPLS

" so that

To ll up the gap here one needs to determine,

pre ision, what is the smallest

">

0 with whi h all

an be done safely. (2) Re all that the perturbations of

the rst and se ond endpoints are dierent.
the output of CPLS

omputing with oating-point arith-

hanges if we

The result is that it is possible that

hange the order of the endpoints of some of the

line segments. Another ee t on the result of CPLS

an be indu ed by

hanging the

order of insertion of the line segments in the input sin e the perturbation of a

ertain

line segment depends on the segments that pre ede it. The task here is to devise a
way for determining good orders both of the line segments in the input and of the
endpoints along the line segments. Good orders would be ones with whi h there is
a

onsiderable probability that the a tual perturbation magnitudes would be smaller

than the ones a hieved with random orders. (3) Apply the Controlled Perturbation
s heme to other kinds of obje ts.

Appendix A
Computing

Æ1

and

Æ2

In this appendix we derive upper bounds on

Æ1

and

Æ2 , the perturbation radii of the

rst and se ond endpoints of a line segment respe tively.
We remind the reader of the notation introdu ed in Chapter 8. The same notation

S = fs1 ; s2 ; : : : ; sn g are the input line segments
ordered arbitrarily. We denote by si 2 S the segment that is urrently perturbed.
We denote its endpoints by pi and qi (we relate to pi as the rst endpoint, and
0
to qi as the se ond one; the order is arbitrary). Let pi be the result of the rst
0
0
0
phase on pi , either perturbed or not. Let si be the segment pi qi . Let qi be the
00
result of the se ond phase on qi , either perturbed or not. Let si be the segment
p0i qi0 . Let Si00 = fs001 ; s002 ; : : : ; s00i g be the set of the rst i perturbed segments. Let
Pi0 = fp01 ; : : : ; p0i ; q10 ; : : : ; qi0 g. Let A = fs00 js 2 S g. As we mentioned in Se tion 8.2,
A is the output of CPLS. We denote by m the maximum number of line segments
inserted by the time any segment s is inserted, that an indu e degenera ies with s.
w is the maximum number of line segments that interse t or are  - lose to a grid
is used throughout the appendix.

square as des ribed in Se tion 8.5.1.

A.1

First Phase: Computing Æ1

Æ1 is the perturbation radius of the rst endpoint and 1 is the resolution
00
00
0
parameter in this ase. Ea h s 2 Si 1 denes a forbidden pla ement for pi . This
00
pla ement is the Minkowski sum of s and a dis
entered at the origin with a radius
1 . It is easy to show that the maximum area whi h it an ut from the perturbation
00
dis is when s passes through pi and interse ts the perturbation dis twi e. This
area is bounded by a re tangle whose area is 21  2Æ1 (re tangle ab d in Figure A.1).
There is an upper bound of m segments dening su h lo i  see Se tion 8.6. The
Re all that

area of the perturbation dis

has to be at least twi e bigger than the sum of the areas

of all the forbidden lo i. Sin e the perturbation dis

Æ12

 8m Æ

1 1
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area is

Æ12 we get:

A.2. Se ond Phase: Computing

Æ2
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d
1

pi
Æ1
a

Figure A.1:

Forbidden lo i indu ed by s00

Æ1
Re all that

s00

b

2 Si00

1

 8m


1

(A.1)

w is the maximum possible number of segments in ea

tiling (see Se tion 8.5.1) and

h square of the

is a parameter we x for the number of perturbation

trials we make before enlarging the perturbation radius (see Se tion 8.5.2). The next
theorem summarizes the time

omplexity of the rst phase.

Theorem A.1 The rst phase for all the segments together takes O(nw

pe ted time.

Proof:
volves a

Pi king up a random point inside the dis

omputation of a random point in a dis

and an endpoint (
Se tion 8.5.1). A

O(1) time).

takes

O(1) time.

A.2

Æ1
1

Ea h test in-

and the distan e between a segment

O(w) segments to test (see
O( log Æ11 ) trials,
= O(w). Thus the rst phase

There is an upper bound of

ording to Theorem 8.6, in the worst

ase we have

4w tests. We get that
for all the segments together takes O (nw log
) expe ted time.

ea h one

log ) ex-

onsists of at most

Æ1
1



Se ond Phase: Computing Æ2

As noted in Se tion 8.4, there are several dierent

ases of degenera ies in the se ond

phase. Ea h one of them indu es forbidden lo i. In Se tions A.2.1-A.2.4 we des ribe
these

ases. Ea h test of ea h of these

ompute the value of

Æ2 and the

ases takes

O(1)

time. In Se tion A.2.5 we

omplexity of the se ond phase.

A.2. Se ond Phase: Computing

Æ2
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l

d
Æ2

qi

a

b

h

f

2
g
1

p0i

Figure A.2:

A.2.1

Forbidden lo i of an endpoint/interse tion

0

Computing Forbidden Lo i Indu ed by Pi 1 and si

2 denotes the resolution parameter used in this ase. Here, s00i must not
0
penetrate the dis of radius 2 entered at the points of Pi 1 . This is demonstrated
0
0
in Figure A.2, where si is the thi k line whose rst endpoint, pi , has already been
perturbed, and f is an already inserted endpoint whi h must be at least 2 away
00
from si in order not to indu e degenera ies (we explain later why we pla e f at the
0
0
00
interse tion between si and the dis of radius 1 around pi ). In order to prevent si
0
from penetrating the dis with radius 2 around f , qi must not be lo ated inside the
0
wedge dpi . It denes a trapezoid whi h bounds the forbidden lo i (trapezoid ab d
0
in Figure A.2). This trapezoid is maximal when f is lo ated on si and on the dis
0
0
with the radius 1 around pi (this dis does not ontain anything but si sin e pi has
0
already been su essfully perturbed) and when si 's length is maximal (L + Æ1 , where
L is the length of the longest input segment and Æ1 is the maximum perturbation that
pi ould have been perturbed in the rst phase). This explains our hoi e where to
pla e f .
0
Note that g in Figure A.2 is the pla e where the segment pi is tangent to the dis
entered at f . We denote by D the maximum area of a trapezoid ab d (the forbidden
Re all that

lo i). Next we

ompute its magnitude.

p0 gf  p0 hb  p0 l
jabj=2 = jd j=2

=
L+Æ Æ
L+Æ +Æ
jp0 gj
i

i

i

2

i

1

2

1

2

A.2. Se ond Phase: Computing
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jabj = 2 (L +0 Æ Æ )
jpigj
jd j = 2 (L +0 Æ + Æ )
jpigj
D = (jabj + jd j)Æ
2

1

2

2

1

2

2

= 4pÆ (L + Æ )

D
We need to



R).

R

1



2
1

(A.2)

2
2

1 and 2 in order to

oordinate between

of the input parameters. Let
to determine

2 2

ompute

Æ1 and Æ2 in terms

1
(we have des ribed in Se tion 8.7 how
be the ratio
2

Then

1 = R2
If

2

is not mu h smaller than

Thus the size of the trapezoid
una

ab d,

1

(A.3)

then in Figure A.2

\dp0i

is not very small.

whi h is the forbidden lo i in that

ase, may be

2 to be mu h smaller than 1 . We also annot make
ause the bigger the R is, the bigger 1 would be, resulting in

eptably big. So we expe t

it arbitrarily small be

a big perturbation for the rst endpoint  see Inequality A.1.
propose a way to nd an
We get that

1

R for whi

2 .

Thus the square root in equation A.2 is

2m possible endpoints for this

of the forbidden lo i in this

ase of degenera y, the total area

ase is bounded by:

F1 =
A.2.2

h the biggest perturbation radius is small.

must be greater than

real. Sin e there are

In Se tion 8.7 we

8mpÆ (L + Æ )
2 2



2
1

1



(A.4)

2
2

Computing Forbidden Lo i Indu ed by Interse tions of

00

Segments of Si 1 and si
The resolution parameter in this

ase is

2

too. The ee t of an interse tion is the

same as the ee t of an endpoint as des ribed in Se tion A.2.1. The only dieren e
is that there are at most
forbidden lo i in this

m
2



=

m(m 1)
2

su h interse tions. Thus the total size of the

ase is upper bounded as follows:

F2 =

2m(m p1) Æ (L + Æ )


2 2

2
1



1

2
2

(A.5)
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d
2

qi
Æ2
a

Figure A.3:

s00

b

Forbidden lo i indu ed by

qi and s00 2 Si00 1

Computing Forbidden Lo i Indu ed by Si00 1 [ fp0i g and qi

A.2.3

First we dis uss the forbidden lo i indu ed by segments of

Si00 1 .

This

ase is similar

to the rst phase des ribed in Se tion A.1, but this time we want the resolution

2 , and the perturbation radius to be Æ2 . As shown in Figure A.3,
22  2Æ2 = 42 Æ2 . The size of the forbidden
2
2 whi h is denitely smaller than 42 Æ2 . Sin e we are interested in

parameter to be

the size of the bounding re tangle is
lo i for

p0i

is

omputing an upper bound on the area of the forbidden lo i, we

4 Æ

2 2

an bound it by

and regard it as it was an above bounding re tangle in our analysis. Sin e there

m + 1 obje ts that may indu
Si00 1 and p0i ), the total size in this ase is

are at most

e degenera ies with

qi (m

segments from

F3 = 4(m + 1)2 Æ2

A.2.4

(A.6)

A Lower Bound on the Distan e Between an Interse tion of si with an Already Inserted Segment and an
Already Inserted Segment

Let

f.

s00j

and

s00k

be two already inserted segments where

s00j

interse ts

s00i

at a point

We next argue that if all the degenera ies above are not indu ed after possibly

perturbing

si giving s00i , then a degenera

y of type

D2 involving f

and

s00k

annot arise

as well. We do so, without loss of generality, by giving a lower bound on the distan e

s00k ; we denote this lower bound by 3 . Assume that
00
this type of degenera y involves si (perturbed to take are of the ases in phase 1
00
00
and in Se tions A.2.1, A.2.2 and A.2.3), sj and sk . By that we show that this kind
between su h interse tion

f

and

A.2. Se ond Phase: Computing
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s00j

s00k
s00i

h

f

b
Figure A.4:

e

a

d

Minimal distan e when two segments of

Si00 1 interse

t

of degenera y is eliminated automati ally after eliminating all the other degenera ies
that take pla e in CPLS. Thus we

an ignore this degenera y when perturbing line

segments although it ee ts the magnitudes of the resolution parameters and the
perturbation radii.
We dierentiate between two
The rst one is when
endpoints is at least
and

s00k .

1

ases:

s00j and s00k do not interse

far away from the other segment, this also holds for

Therefore the lower bound in this

be indu ed in this
The se ond

ase is

C,

ase is when

s00j

and

s00k

between

entered at their interse tion,

s00

i and

s00 ,
j

3 = 1 .

f

2 s00j

Thus no degenera y may

ase.
interse t. This

ure A.4. The two already inserted segments,
dis

t ea h other. Sin e ea h one of their

would be

\b a (denoted by

losest

s00

j and

s00

k for e

, with a radius

00
to s

ase is demonstrated in Fig-

2 .

k if it is pla ed on

s00i

not to penetrate the

Thus

C.

f,

the interse tion

Moreover, the smaller

3 is (in Figure A.4 it the size of fh 00
00
the distan
is minimal when sj and sk have a maximal length below
their interse tion (bounded by L + Æ1 + Æ2 ) and when the distan e between their lower
endpoints (a and b are the endpoints in the gure) is minimal, bounded by 2 in this

the angle

00
e from f to sj ).

) is, the smaller

ase (the resolution parameter for the se ond endpoint). Under these
next

ompute a lower bound on the length of the segment

We get:

jef j =


L+Æ +Æ
2

2

1

2

ef .

onditions, we

Æ2
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jef j = L + Æ + Æ
2
2

1

We assume that the perturbation is

-a


erwise CPLS would not be applied. Let
turbation radius. Then

  L.

2

eptable a

ording to Denition 8.1, oth-

denote any resolution parameter or per-

Together with a simple trigonometri

observation in

Figure A.4, we get that

 =2
)
=
2 2
L+Æ +Æ


os (
)
=
2 2
4(L + Æ + Æ )


)
=
1
sin (
2 2
4(L + Æ + Æ ) 
)

1 4(L +(L

1
Æ +Æ )
4
r


1
sin(
)

2 2
4

sin(
2 2 ) =  =jef j
os(



2

1

2

2
2

2

1

2

2

2
2

2

1

2

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

Re all that we

hoose

=

r

 jef j 1 4

3



3



2

q

 1 42
L+
Æ + Æ2
q 1
22 1 42
(1 + 2)L
2
2

1
.
10

The next lemma argues that

3 in this

ase is the smallest resolution parameter.

Lemma A.2 3 < 2 < 1
Proof: Sin e we xed 2 to be smaller than 1 , we only have to prove that
3 < 2 . Consider Figure A.4: if CPLS is -a eptable, then \b a is su iently small
so that 3 (the length of segment fh) is smaller than 2 (the length of segment e).
The



laims follows.

We do not en ounter other magnitudes of resolution parameters, thus
be the input resolution parameter. Then

"0 = 3 and we get that:

3

should
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q

1
 (1 + 2)L


2
2

"0

We need to
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ompute the value of

2
4

2 in terms of the input parameters. If we hange
2 whi h we use

the inequality above to an equation, we obtain an upper bound on
below. We get that

2

=

v
u
u
t q

(1 + 2)" L
1
0

(A.7)

2
4

A.2.5

Computing Æ2

As in the rst phase, we want the perturbation dis

size to be at least twi e bigger

than the total area of all the forbidden lo i. Then by using formulas A.4, A.5 and
A.6,

Æ22  2(F1 + F2 + F3 ) and we get that:
Æ2

 4 ( m(mp+ 3)(L + Æ ) + 2(m + 1))
2

The next theorem summarizes the



2
1



1

(A.8)

2
2

omplexity of the se ond phase.

Theorem A.3 The se ond phase for all the segments takes O(nw2

time.

log ) expe ted
Æ2
1

Proof: Ea h test for degenera ies takes O(1) time. Sin e we have an upper bound
of O (w ) segments to he k in ea h perturbation, O (w ) tests are done as des ribed in
2
Se tions A.2.1 and A.2.3 while O (w ) tests are done as des ribed in Se tion A.2.2 .
We get that
(w) = O(w2). A ording
to Theorem 8.6, the se ond phase for all the
Æ2
2
segments together takes O (nw
log 1 ) expe ted time.


A.3
We

Æ2 .

Con luding Perturbation Radii

on lude the Appendix with a theorem that summarizes the magnitudes of

Æ1 and
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Theorem A.4 The magnitudes of Æ1 and Æ2 are:

 8mR

4 ( m(m + p3)(L +
Æ 


Æ1

2

2

2

2 R

2

8mR2

1



) + 2(m + 1))

where

2

=

v
u
u
t q

(1 + 2)" L
1
0

2
4

Proof:

The magnitudes are derived immediately from the Equations and In-

equalities A.1, A.3, A.7 and A.8.
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